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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Township of Langley is preparing a Social Sustainability Strategy – a
comprehensive plan for community well-being. Once complete, the Strategy will
provide the groundwork for action on social issues over the next decade.
This report provides a summary of the public engagement activities undertaken and
input received during Phase 3 of the process to prepare the Strategy. Between
August 2018 and June 2019, we held 19 community engagement events, which built
on and broadened our engagement from previous phases. The engagement
activities during this phase focused primarily on obtaining feedback on the draft
vision statement and strategic priorities for the Strategy, which were developed
based on all of the work in Phases 1 and 2, and brainstorming ideas for action.
Overall, community members expressed positive feedback on the draft vision
statement and strategic priorities that were presented in Phase 3. Community
members also brainstormed and co-created hundreds of ideas for action to address
our current and emerging social challenges.
The engagement results from Phase 3 reinforced the Phase 1 and 2 findings that our
community members are passionate and generally optimistic about our social
future. The feedback and input received during Phase 3, along with other
background and best practice research, will help us prepare a draft Social
Sustainability Strategy, which we will present back to the community for feedback in
Phase 4.
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INTRODUCTION
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
The Township is preparing a Social Sustainability Strategy – a comprehensive plan
that aims to ensure current and future generations can enjoy a great quality of life.
Once complete, the Strategy will provide the groundwork for action on social issues
over the next decade.
The process to prepare the Social Sustainability Strategy, which is currently
anticipated to conclude in early 2020, includes multiple opportunities for residents
and stakeholders to provide their input and contributions.

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
This report provides a summary of the public engagement activities undertaken and
input received during Phase 3 of the process to prepare the Strategy. Along with the
work completed in the previous phases and additional best practice research, the
public input from this phase will help us draft the Strategy, which we will present
back to the community for feedback in Phase 4.

WHAT WE DID: ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS
This section provides a summary of the engagement activities and communication
channels employed during Phase 3.
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
The engagement activities during Phase 3 focused primarily on obtaining feedback
on the draft vision statement and strategic priorities for the Strategy, which were
developed based on all of the work in Phases 1 and 2, and brainstorming ideas for
action.
A key goal of the public engagement program for the Social Sustainability Strategy
is to broaden and diversify community participation. As such, the public
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engagement activities in Phase 3 involved a variety of formats, were held in different
areas of the Township, and targeted various groups that are often
underrepresented in public engagement processes.
The following engagement events and activities have taken place since the
completion of the Phase 1 and 2 Engagement Summary in July 2018, with the bulk of
these activities occurring in spring 2019:
•

Social Sustainability Task Force (SSTF) Meetings: The SSTF met three times
between August 2018 and April 2019. The Task Force provided input into the
Social Profile, helped identify key highlights from the work to date, and provided
feedback on an early draft vision statement and list of strategic priorities.1

•

Youth Workshops: On November 21, 2018, more than 60 students from local
middle and secondary schools participated in a full-day workshop co-hosted by
the Township and Langley School District. The students, who ranged in age from
13 to 17, took part in facilitated exercises that explored the issues of housing,
transportation, and mental health. On April 16, 2019, approximately 20 students
involved in the Langley School District’s Social Justice Table took part in a
workshop to provide feedback on the draft vision and strategic priorities, and
provide ideas for action.

•

Rural Community Conversations: 25 people participated in small group
conversations hosted at the Otter Co-op deli café / restaurant on May 7, 9, and
14. The purpose of these 90-minute conversations was to obtain feedback on the
draft vision and strategic priorities from rural residents. This group was
specifically targeted for engagement in Phase 3 as rural residents were
underrepresented in the Phase 1 and 2 engagement.

•

Public and Stakeholder Workshops: Over 40 people, most representing local
stakeholder groups, participated in two-hour workshops in the afternoon and
evening on both May 23 and 29. The workshops provided an opportunity for
participants to provide feedback on the draft vision and strategic priorities, and
brainstorm ideas for action. Over 300 action ideas were generated at these
workshops. For individuals that could not attend the workshops, an online survey
was also made available.

•

Social Innovation Lab: 22 people representing various academic, business,
government, and non-profit organizations participated in a half-day social

Completed in January 2019, the Social Profile provides a summary of key information that, together
with public and stakeholder input, will support evidence-based decision-making in the preparation of
the Social Sustainability Strategy.
1
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innovation lab on May 28 to explore creative solutions for enhancing community
connectedness. Social innovation labs are fast-paced workshops that encourage
participants to find local solutions to complex social challenges. This lab
challenged participants to consider opportunities to strengthen collaboration
across sectors, and produced over 50 solutions to enhance community
connectedness through improved collaboration.
•

Meetings and Presentations: Between January and June 2019, staff met with
representatives from Kwantlen First Nation and Matsqui First Nation, hosted a
roundtable for local businesses in partnership with the Greater Langley Chamber
of Commerce, and presented to the Langley Healthier Community Partnership
and Township Seniors Advisory Committee. These meetings and presentations
provided an opportunity for project updates and input on the emerging
directions for the Strategy.

FUNDING AND SUPPORT
Funding for the November 2018 youth workshop, the
rural community conversations, and the social
innovation lab was provided by the Healthy
Communities Fund. The Healthy Communities Fund
is part of PlanH, a partnership between BC Healthy
Communities Society and the BC Ministry of Health,
and is informed by health authorities and other
stakeholders. PlanH creates healthier communities
by supporting partnerships across sectors, providing
learning opportunities, resources, and consultation,
and facilitating leading-edge practices and
collaborative local action.
The Social Purpose Institute at the United Way was
a partner in delivering the social innovation lab. The
Social Purpose Institute helps create programs,
services and resources to support companies in
their social purpose journey – and advocates for a
supporting environment where policy and structures
create a new business ethic of social purpose.
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In addition to the external engagement activities, the interdivisional Township staff
team participated in meetings to help identify key highlights from the work to date
and provide feedback on an early draft vision statement and strategic priorities.
Participating in these meetings were staff representatives from Arts, Culture and
Community Initiatives; Corporate Administration; Community Development;
Engineering; Finance; Parks and Recreation; Protective Services – Fire; and
Protective Services – RCMP.
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS
A number of communication channels were used at various points in Phase 3 to help
raise project awareness and advertise opportunities for public participation.
On November 22, 2018 a news release was issued to profile the youth workshop cohosted by the Township and Langley School District and to continue raising project
awareness. The story was reported online by all three local papers.
In April and May 2019, the following channels were used to advertise the different
public engagement activities:
•
•
•
•

Advertisements on the project webpage
Emails to individuals that had signed up for project updates and to various local
stakeholder groups
Social media posts and advertisements, which were subsequently shared by a
number of individuals and community organizations
For the rural community conversations, advertisements posted at various rural
community hubs and emailed to local Parent Advisory Councils

WHAT WE HEARD: FEEDBACK AND IDEAS
This section provides a summary of the feedback and input collected through the
various engagement activities. Appendices A – G contain a more detailed record of
the feedback and input received through each engagement activity in Phase 3.
DRAFT VISION AND STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
The Phase 3 engagement activities provided the public and local stakeholders an
opportunity to provide feedback on the draft vision and the draft strategic priorities
for the Social Sustainability Strategy, which were developed based on the work
completed in the previous phases of the project, in consultation with the Social
Sustainability Task Force.
A vision is a statement of what the community will be in the future, but written in
present tense. It provides an inspiring “stretch goal” to work towards, despite
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possible challenges. The draft vision for the Social Sustainability Strategy presented
for community feedback was:
The Township of Langley is a connected, inclusive, and resilient community
where everyone can enjoy and contribute to a great quality of life.
The draft strategic priorities identify the issues that are emerging as the potential
focus for the Social Sustainability Strategy. They are intended to address key social
issues and trends that may not be adequately addressed today. The seven draft
strategic priorities for the Social Sustainability Strategy presented for community
feedback were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community connectedness and engagement (e.g. social connectedness,
participation in civic decision-making, and volunteering)
Food (e.g. food security and local food self-reliance)
Housing (e.g. housing affordability, suitability, and adequacy)
Lifelong learning (e.g. formal, non-formal, and informal learning)
Mobility (e.g. transportation access and affordability)
Physical and mental health (e.g. healthy living and mental health resilience)
Reconciliation and First Nations engagement (e.g. relationship building and
intergovernmental collaboration)

Feedback on the Draft Vision
The feedback on the draft vision was very positive. Participants liked that it was
aspirational, short, and thought-provoking. Participants also liked the various terms
chosen for the vision statement, particularly “connected,” “resilient,” and “quality of
life,” and liked the sentiment that community members can both enjoy and
contribute to a great quality of life.
Feedback on the Draft Strategic Priorities
The feedback on the draft strategic priorities was also positive. Participants noted
that the priorities are in keeping with the vision, and address both current challenges
and emerging trends. While the draft priorities received broad support, the
summary below highlights four themes that were identified through the analysis and
interpretation of the feedback on the priorities.
•

•

Lack of specificity: Some participants noted that the draft priorities currently
lacked specificity. For instance, it was not clear what aspects of housing are
being prioritized. These participants suggested that additional clarity and
specificity should be considered as the Strategy is further developed.
Natural environment: Some participants suggested that the natural
environment and/or climate change should be identified as a priority for the
Social Sustainability Strategy.
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•

•

Safety: While acknowledging that issues related to safety appeared throughout
some of the draft priorities, a number of participants thought that safety could
be drawn out more clearly.
Social equity: There was broad support for priorities that are not identity specific
(e.g. age or ethnicity), but a number of participants thought that social equity
considerations within each priority area should be more explicit. Participants
suggested that the development of the Strategy include an intersectional lens or
a gender-based analysis plus process to explore the realities and inequalities of
diverse groups.

ACTION IDEAS
The Phase 3 engagement activities provided the public and local stakeholders an
opportunity to provide ideas for actions that would address the draft strategic
priorities for the Social Sustainability Strategy. Participants were encouraged to
think about actions that could be taken by the community as a whole, but were
reminded that, as the actions for the Strategy are developed, it will be important to
consider the Township’s role, taking into account its specific mandate and available
resources.
The summary below highlights the action ideas that emerged through the analysis
and interpretation of the public and stakeholder input. The major themes are shown
in bold, with the more concrete action ideas in parentheses.
Community Connectedness and Engagement
•

•

•

•

•

Develop neighbourhood-scale events and initiatives (encourage block parties,
provide incentives for neighbours to get to know each other, and offer small
grants for neighbourhood projects)
Increase community-wide events and activities (organize and promote events
that encourage people to gather in different communities, including arts and
cultural events, and ensure events are accessible to lower-income residents)
Address space needs (develop more community centres, particularly in growing
neighbourhoods that lack a community hub, build more seniors’ centres, leverage
school spaces and multi-purpose spaces in multi-family developments, and
support neighbourhood houses as community hubs)
Celebrate diversity (develop events and initiatives to welcome newcomers,
prepare a newcomers guide, enhance settlement and first-language services,
connect different groups through cultural events and programs, increase the
representation of diverse groups in local publications and websites, and ensure
local businesses and buildings are trans-inclusive)
Foster intergenerational connections (develop intergenerational programs, like
youth-seniors gardening at schools, and open seniors centres for all ages events)
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•

•

•

•
•

•

Support isolated seniors (encourage initiatives that engage seniors in
community programs and activities, including addressing transportation
challenges)
Improve communication and awareness (enhance awareness of local services,
programs and events, including through improvements to the Township website,
the promotion of e-newsletters, and the creation of community boards, develop a
centralized access point for people seeking community services, and ensure
communications reach all segments of the population, particularly those that do
not speak English)
Enhance community consultation (host town halls in different neighbourhoods,
provide more notice for public consultation opportunities, review the time of
Council meetings and offer child care, establish new advisory committees for
women, youth, persons with disabilities, and LGBTQ2S+ people, and provide
equity positions on all advisory committees)
Maximize voter turnout (offer incentives, like stickers or certificates, for parents
that bring children to vote)
Champion volunteering (brand Langley as an involved community, mobilize
retired professionals, leverage student volunteer hours, connect volunteers to
people and programs in need, reward volunteers through incentives like tax
credits, and ensure volunteer opportunities are inclusive of all)
Catalyze inter-organizational collaboration (support non-profit service
providers and community associations through free or low-cost space,
advertising, Township staff participation, and larger grants, strengthen
community associations, stratas, and PACs as hubs for connectedness, convene
local organizations regularly to provide input into decision-making, ensure local
businesses are included as co-creators of solutions, better leverage the various
assets of local business, create a web portal of local resources, revise the grant
application criteria to foster collaboration, and celebrate the contributions and
successes of local non-profits)

Food
•

•

•

Promote local food production (provide learning opportunities on small scale
farming and land stewardship, give education on agricultural regulations and
farm practices, enhance eat local campaigns, and offer incentives for
landowners to provide land to young farmers)
Support local food processing and distribution (enhance processing and
slaughter capacity, support farmers’ markets and a food hub, design public
spaces with infrastructure for farmers’ markets, and increase the number of
roadside farm stands)
Implement supportive agricultural regulations (make Township and provincial
agricultural regulations consistent, restrict the home size and home plate on
agricultural land, and relax on-farm labourer accommodation regulations)
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•

•
•

Enhance urban agriculture (plant fruit trees on boulevards, grow food on park
and school sites, and build more community gardens, including those with
accessible plots)
Improve food literacy (provide community kitchens, offer cooking classes and
mentorship opportunities, and promote awareness of healthy food)
Address food security (support access to food banks, destigmatize food
insecurity, increase food donations, ensure students have access to healthy food,
and develop low-cost grocery stores)

Housing
• Expand dwelling types and sizes (use tools to support creative housing options,
allow detached accessory dwelling units and tiny homes, restrict home size, and
build homes with less expensive finishes)
• Increase housing supply (allow higher densities and expedite new
developments)
• Address the needs of different population groups (build more housing for
lower-income families, seniors, students, and women who have experienced
violence)
• Develop more rental housing (encourage manufactured home parks, promote
legal secondary suites, and incentivize or require new developments to include
rental units)
• Protect and retain existing rental housing (protect existing affordable rental
housing, including manufactured home parks, and eliminate short-term rentals)
• Increase non-market and subsidized housing (develop more affordable
housing, including mixed-income housing, through inclusionary zoning, tax
incentives, donating public land, supporting non-profit housing providers, and
advocacy)
• Address other housing costs (build more energy efficient housing and reduce
property taxes)
• Provide emergency shelter, supportive housing, and other supports for
people experiencing homelessness (increase shelter space for youth, raise
awareness about the Youth Hub, build a shelter and transition house for women
and children at risk of violence, develop more supportive housing, including
temporary modular housing, increase homelessness supports and access to
washrooms, and expand extreme weather response shelters)
• Destigmatize homelessness (address misinformation and raise awareness
about homelessness, including the housing first approach)
• Take action on housing demand (restrict foreign ownership, require housing to
be occupied, control rent rates, increase rental assistance, and provide access to
rent banks)
• Enhance partnerships, coordination, and planning (spark a closer relationship
with BC Housing, work with post-secondary institutions to provide housing, hire a
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•

municipal housing coordinator, and research local housing needs across the
housing continuum)
Consider broader community planning issues (protect the natural environment,
mitigate and adapt to climate change, provide infrastructure in advance of
development, develop compact, walkable neighbourhoods with ample
community space, and ensure high quality design that reflects the uniqueness of
different communities)

Lifelong Learning
• Expand programs and resources (enhance adult education, offer education on
technology, health, parenting, and retirement planning, provide employment
training, including cultural competency training, expand English language
programs and informal opportunities to practice speaking English, and host
speakers and pop-up learning in libraries and community centres)
• Improve awareness of learning opportunities (develop an adult learning guide)
• Leverage intergenerational opportunities (develop workshops with seniors and
youth, including topics like gardening and technology, and foster mentorships)
• Enhance spaces for learning (utilize schools and other public facilities for
lifelong learning, consider satellite post-secondary sites, increase and transform
libraries as dynamic learning hubs, and create more space for early learning and
child care)
• Foster a culture of lifelong learning (promote learning as a lifelong pursuit)
Mobility
•

•

•
•

•

Provide more public transit (enhance local advocacy, including through
partnerships with local businesses, create new routes that connect communities,
particularly the communities of Gloucester and Aldergrove, have specific routes
for and stops closer to schools, increase the frequency of service, extend the
hours of service, use bigger busses, and bring SkyTrain to Langley)
Improve public transit efficiency (make the bus routes more efficient, improve
the scheduling, including around school times, and develop an app to locate
busses)
Reduce public transit costs (reduce or eliminate fares, offer affordable transit to
students and families, and institute a “pay what you can system”)
Enhance public transit comfort, safety, and accessibility (improve comfort and
safety around stops with shelters, seating and lighting, provide cleaner busses,
address accessibility issues, and increase locations to buy compass cards)
Promote walking, wheeling, and scootering (create more walkable
communities, build more walkways and greenways, develop more intercommunity trails, provide sidewalks in rural areas and older neighbourhoods,
particularly around parks and schools, restrict shoulder parking in areas without
sidewalks and lots of pedestrian activity, install more crosswalks and lighting,
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•

•
•

•

•

•
•

ensure sidewalks are accessible with safe curb let-downs, and provide pedestrian
connections within and between different commercial centres)
Support cycling (give education on cycling rules and safety, offer affordable
bikes, introduce bike sharing programs, provide bike parking at transit stops,
require new residential and commercial developments to provide cycling
facilities, increase the number of cycling routes, including those that connect
different communities, and increase the width of bike lanes)
Sustain horse-riding (develop more equestrian routes and entrances to
equestrian areas like Campbell Valley Park)
Address speeding (enhance enforcement, use technology to enforce or better
advertise speed limits, offer education and raise awareness of the impacts of
speeding, including in rural areas, and reduce speed limits in residential areas
and around regional parks)
Improve vehicle infrastructure (expand roads in growing areas, designate 16
Avenue a provincial highway, provide adequate street parking, use more
roundabouts at intersections, and increase electric vehicle charging stations)
Facilitate carsharing, ridesharing and carpooling (offer incentives for
developers to provide carsharing in new developments, develop incentives, like
free parking, to encourage carpooling, allow ridesharing, and establish a bus coop)
Support seniors’ mobility (teach seniors how to use the bus, offer shuttle service
for seniors in areas not served by transit, and reduce HandyDart travel times)
Ensure accessible buildings and places (increase accessibility standards beyond
the minimum requirements of the building code and promote places that are
accessible to all)

Physical and Mental Health
• Improve general health services and supports (ensure services are available in
all communities, develop urgent care centres, improve the hospital, extend walkin clinic hours, enhance home health care and supports, recruit more doctors,
provide language interpretation services, offer services for LGBTQ2S+ youth,
leverage technology for online services, and enhance coordination of health and
community services)
• Expand mental health services (improve access to services in all communities,
extend service hours, make mental health services more mainstream, provide
youth services in schools, address the mental health needs of children, and
promote and provide non-crisis services and resources)
• Develop mental health resilience programs (offer more pre-crisis supports,
promote mental health breaks and resilience training, develop peer-to-peer
support networks, particularly in schools, provide training for frontline staff,
teachers, and school counsellors, and leverage community centres and churches
as spaces to provide education)
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Reduce mental health stigma (raise awareness and encourage opportunities
for dialogue about mental health through initiatives like community information
sessions and workshops, public events and campaigns during mental health
awareness month, and workplace training)
Address problematic substance use (expand access to treatment services,
foster support groups, raise public awareness about illicit substance use, and
support harm reduction, including safe needle exchange and injection)
Enhance opportunities for recreation (develop more community centres,
including aquatic and fitness facilities and seniors’ centres, particularly in growing
communities, involve community members when designing new facilities,
enhance programming for children, youth and families, offer childminding during
programs and classes, and augment collaboration with schools on afterschool
recreation programs)
Provide affordable recreation opportunities (offer more affordable recreation
programs for all families, seniors and youth, simplify the application process to
the Township’s recreation subsidy program, provide free programs for
vulnerable populations, and recognize that investments in affordable recreation
bring cost savings in other areas)
Deliver inclusive recreation programs (ensure people with disabilities can
participate in all programs, engage parents of children with disabilities to seek
their input, and provide training to volunteers working in programs with people
with disabilities)
Increase access to parks and natural areas (develop more parks, trails and
natural spaces, particularly in higher density neighbourhoods, engage the
community and undertake an assessment to identify priority areas for new and
updated playgrounds, expand natural play opportunities, introduce playboxes in
parks, provide amenities and equipment for seniors, and ensure parks include
shelter from the sun and rain)

Reconciliation and First Nations Engagement
•

•

•

Make engagement meaningful (ensure engagement efforts are reaching all
local First Nations and Indigenous groups, establish an advisory group of
partners to inform direction, provide Township staff with appropriate training,
and recognize the diversity of First Nations and Indigenous perspectives)
Promote Indigenous arts and cultures (incorporate Indigenous art and
language into public spaces, provide tangible connections to First Nations history,
develop Indigenous events and festivals, and include First Nations’ perspectives
and values into decision-making processes)
Raise awareness (educate the broader public about local First Nations and
Indigenous history and issues, including through learning events and pop-up
displays)
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Safety
•

•

•

•

Mobilize prevention programs (increase relationship-building programs for
children and youth, raise awareness of sexual assault and relationship violence,
incentivize block watch, expand the RCMP’s Safe Place Program to women and
other vulnerable groups, offer crime prevention through environmental design
education to the community, and increase awareness of existing programs and
initiatives)
Enhance community awareness and connectedness (help neighbourhood
groups share the correct information about crime, give people a desire to belong
to and care for their community, and reduce the stigma of people experiencing
homelessness)
Expand first responders capacities (increase community-based policing,
enhance police presence and visibility, introduce a specialized domestic violence
unit and an LGBTQ liaison at the Langley RCMP, and provide training in crisis
intervention and relationship violence)
Address the built environment (employ crime prevention through
environmental design principles)

Implementation Considerations
•
•
•

•

Focus on strengths (consider what is working well, not just what is needed)
Spur innovation (research best practices from other communities and host an
ideas summit or competition)
Acknowledge diversity (undertake an intersectionality audit to consider issues
raised by vulnerable groups and recognize that strengths and challenges may be
unique in different communities)
Ensure ongoing monitoring (develop a local well-being index)

LESSONS LEARNED
This section provides a brief evaluation of the public engagement that was
undertaken in Phase 3. The purpose of this evaluation is to identify the successes
and gaps in the engagement program so that it may be refined in the next phase of
the project.
Overall, the number of people engaged was lower compared to Phases 1 and 2 as
Phase 3 did not employ pop-up booths or an online survey, which attributed to the
majority of the interactions in the initial phases of the project. The engagement
formats in Phase 3 reflected the need to provide more time for participants to learn
about the work to date, hear different perspectives, and, in collaboration with other
participants, brainstorm ideas for action. Thus, although the number of participants
was lower, the various engagement activities still yielded rich input.
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The Phase 3 engagement activities, furthermore, continued successful engagement
with youth, and broadened engagement with rural residents, who were
underrepresented in earlier phases, through targeted conversations. The Phase 3
engagement also increased the number of local organizations engaged in the
project. A complete list of the 45 plus organizations that were engaged in Phase 3 is
included in Appendix H.
FEEDBACK ON THE ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Feedback forms were provided to participants at all of the public engagement
events, and, overall, the feedback was very positive. In fact, the most consistent
comments on the feedback forms were requests for more time and more
opportunities to provide input. Otherwise, participants also encouraged us to
continue reaching out to diverse groups and, to help participants prepare for the
event, consider providing the handouts in advance.

DEMONSTRATING BEST PRACTICE
The Township’s engagement program for the Social Sustainability Strategy
was recently featured by PlanH in its new Healthy Community Engagement
Action Guide and as a “success story” on its website. In its August 2019
e-newsletter, PlanH described the process for the Social Sustainability
Strategy as offering “a master class in equity-centred community
engagement.” PlanH’s Healthy Community Engagement Action Guide is
available on its website (planh.ca) and a copy of the “success story” is
included in Appendix I.
PlanH is a partnership between BC Healthy Communities Society and the
British Columbia Ministry of Health, and facilitates local government learning,
partnership development and planning for healthier communities.

NEXT STEPS
The feedback and input received during Phase 3, along with other background and
best practice research, will help us prepare a draft Social Sustainability Strategy,
which we will present back to the community for feedback in Phase 4.
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APPENDIX A – SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY TASK FORCE
MEETING #3 SUMMARY NOTES
Details:
Wednesday, August 22, 2018, 7:00 – 9:00pm in the Salmon River Committee Room
located at the Township Civic Facility (20338 – 65 Avenue).
Present:
Fraser Holland, Gary Jones, Juliet Henderson-Rahbar, Laura Labelle (Fraser Health),
Lisa George, Sherry Baker
Regrets:
Amanda Henderson, Austen Bietenbeck, Barb Stack / Ellen Peterson, Chantelle
Wegwitz, Deanna Horn, Erin Easingwood, Kristine Carrick, Lisa Saddler, Renge Bailie
(Langley School District)
Staff:
Aubrey Jensen, Long Range Planner; Patrick Ward, Strategic/Social Planner
Notes:
1. Staff welcomed the members of the Social Sustainability Task Force (SSTF) and
provided a brief project update. Staff indicated that since the SSTF last met on
May 8, 2018, a number of public engagement activities were completed and all of
the input received was compiled into the Phase 1 and 2 Engagement Summary,
which was made available in late July. Staff further noted that work is continuing
on the Social Profile, a key background document that will include data for social
indicators and trends, an inventory of social services available, and an overview
of relevant Township plans, strategies, and initiatives.
2. Staff asked the SSTF if there was any additional feedback on the Thriving TOL
Conversations, which several members facilitated in May and June. The
following feedback was provided:
•

•
•
•

Overall, the Thriving TOL Conversations were a good public engagement
activity and the format encouraged participants to think about broad,
community issues.
The exercise itself could be improved if there was less paper involved.
Some facilitators would have benefited from additional training and/or more
time to prepare.
Conversation participants would have liked to have received some
background information in advance of the conversation.
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•

Late May and early June can be a busy time of year for project champions to
organize and for community members to participate in such conversations.

3. Staff provided an overview of the Phase 1 and 2 Engagement Summary, and
asked the SSTF if they had any questions or thoughts about the public input
received. The following questions and thoughts were noted and discussed:
•

•
•

The relationship between community safety and homelessness was unclear.
Specifically, it was not clear whether the public was concerned for the safety
of individuals experiencing homelessness or whether the public was
concerned for their own safety because of homelessness. Staff clarified that
the majority of the input on this issue expressed public safety concerns
because of homelessness, particularly with regards to property crime and
illegal substance use.
The lack of platforms for community members to connect and share stories.
The lack of awareness and services in Langley for individuals with mental
health and substance use issues.

4. Staff provided an overview of the draft demographic data and social indicators
that have been compiled for the Social Profile, and asked the SSTF if they had
any questions or thoughts about this data. The following thoughts were noted
and discussed:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The increase in both early childhood vulnerability and children and youth
living in poverty.
The increase in the seniors’ population (age 65+), the decrease in residents
born in Canada, and the increase in the visible minority population.
The increase in homelessness.
The finding that 68% of Township residents live within a 5-minute walk to a
transit stop, yet 91% of Township residents commute by private vehicle.
The finding that Township residents have higher levels of physical activity and
healthier diets than the Metro Vancouver average, yet have higher levels of
obesity.
Whether a future estimate of food insecurity could be obtained or developed,
in light of trends like climate change.

5. Staff provided an overview of the draft inventory of local institutions and
organizations engaged in social issues that has been compiled for the Social
Profile. Staff noted that the intent of the inventory is to identify strengths and
gaps (e.g. what assets and services are currently available and what services are
lacking in the community). Staff suggested that the inventory might be even
more useful if it was augmented by a discussion about the capacity of some of
the services available (e.g. time it takes to receive the services). The SSTF
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agreed, and staff encouraged SSTF members to forward any additional
comments about the inventory by email.
6. Staff presented some draft suggested refinements to the guiding principles and
assumptions that were developed to shape the preparation and implementation
of the Social Sustainability Strategy. The suggested refinements were drafted by
staff to reflect the input provided by the SSTF at Meeting #1. The SSTF concurred
with the draft suggested refinements as presented, and the following additional
items were discussed:
•

•

It was suggested that the Strategy focus primarily on “upstream
interventions,” which aim to address the root causes of issues, rather than
“downstream interventions,” which aim to address the symptoms of issues.
It was suggested that if the Strategy identifies priority issues to address, it
should not loose sight of a broader vision of social sustainability. It was
further suggested that any process for identifying priorities consider the
interconnectedness of various social issues.

Refer to Attachment 1 for the updated guiding principles and assumptions,
incorporating all of the SSTF suggested refinements.
7. Staff noted that a key next step for the project is the completion of the Social
Profile. With this work in mind, staff noted that the SSTF would probably not
meet again until November at the earliest.
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APPENDIX A – ATTACHMENT 1
Guiding Principles and Assumptions (incorporating SSTF suggested refinements)
The following principles and assumptions will guide the preparation of the Social
Sustainability Strategy. These principles and assumptions are intended to shape the
development of the Strategy’s goals, actions, and implementation.
1.

Consider all three elements of sustainability. The Strategy will focus on our social
sustainability, but the interconnected and interdependent nature of sustainability means
that advancing our social aspirations may also provide opportunities to advance our
economic and environmental aspirations.

2. Acknowledge our role and responsibilities. The Township is only one of a number of
parties that play a role in addressing social issues. The Strategy’s actions must
recognize the Township’s limited jurisdiction and funding for the delivery of social
services. Where appropriate, the Strategy’s actions should identify potential partners.
3. Build on our foundation. The Strategy should seek a balance between acknowledging
and building upon our existing strengths and foundation and identifying new directions
and initiatives that address social sustainability.
4. Be aspirational and realistic. The Strategy should be aspirational and visionary in
nature, but should also be realistic through suitable, strategic, and cost-effective actions
and implementation timelines. Undertaking too many new initiatives at the same time
will likely mean that existing initiatives will need to be scaled back or additional financial
and staffing resources will be required.
5. Recognize our nature as a “community of communities.” The Township of Langley
consists of both a rural and urban area, and within the urban area, each community is
unique. While the Strategy is intended to address social sustainability in the Township as
a whole, it is important to recognize that social issues may be experienced differently in
different parts of the municipality.
6. Engage the community and build capacity. The preparation and implementation of
the Strategy should provide meaningful, inclusive opportunities for community
engagement and should strive to improve the capacity of the broader community to
address social issues by facilitating dialogue and identifying potential partnerships.
7. Track and evaluate our progress. The Strategy should identify key social indicators
and baseline data so that progress can be tracked over time, but should also consider
ongoing evaluation approaches that support social innovation.
8. Provide flexibility. While providing a clear guide for decision-making related to social
sustainability, the Strategy should recognize that conditions may change, requiring
flexibility as implementation proceeds.
9. Prioritize upstream approaches. The Strategy should focus on interventions that
address the sources rather than the symptoms of the issues.
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APPENDIX B – SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY TASK FORCE
MEETING #4 SUMMARY NOTES
Details:
Thursday, January 10, 2019, 6:00 – 8:00pm in the Salmon River Committee Room
located at the Township Civic Facility (20338 – 65 Avenue).
Present:
Barb Stack, Deanna Horn, Erin Easingwood, Gary Jones, Janet Burden, Juliet
Henderson-Rahbar, Kristine Carrick, Lisa George, Lisa Saddler, Sherry Baker
Regrets:
Amanda Henderson, Austen Bietenbeck, Chantelle Wegwitz, Laura Labelle (Fraser
Health)
Staff:
Patrick Ward, Strategic/Social Planner; Russell Nelson, Senior Planner
Notes:
1. Staff welcomed the members of the Social Sustainability Task Force (SSTF) and
provided a brief project update. As a reminder, staff noted that the process to
prepare the Social Sustainability Strategy is being guided by Terms of Reference
that were approved by Council on November 6, 2017. Staff indicated that Phase 1
of the project involved appointing the SSTF, establishing an internal staff team,
and raising project awareness, while Phase 2 involved convening a panel
discussion, facilitating SSTF meetings, conducting various public engagement
activities, and drafting the Social Profile.
2. Staff presented a draft framework for the organization of the Social
Sustainability Strategy, which consisted of a 10+ year vision statement, 10 year
goals, 5 – 10 year objectives, and 3 – 5 year actions (Attachment 1). Staff also
noted that, at Meeting #3, the SSTF concurred that the Strategy should identify
priority issues to address, but should also not loose sight of a broader vision of
social sustainability. The SSTF confirmed this approach, noting that priority
should generally be given to upstream, or preventative, interventions. With
regards to the draft framework presented, the SSTF suggested that some actions
may have a shorter timeframe than 3 – 5 years.
3. Staff facilitated a discussion on the draft Social Profile with the purpose of
identifying any information that was unclear or missing as well as identifying the
key findings of the research. As background, staff also presented the key
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findings that were identified by the SSTF at Meeting #3 (Attachment 2). The SSTF
provided the following comments about the draft Social Profile:
•

•

It did not provide any data on local food production or consumption, only an
indicator of overall food insecurity. The SSTF suggested that having access to
locally-produced food is important, particularly in light of health and safety
issues. The SSTF also suggested that the Social Profile reference the Langley
Food System Study that was completed in fall 2018 by the Institute for
Sustainable Food Systems at Kwantlen Polytechnic University.
It did not provide any data on mental health, substance use, or persons with
disabilities.

4. Staff presented a list of draft criteria, or tests, that could be used to guide the
preparation of draft goals and objectives for the Social Sustainability Strategy
(Attachment 3). The SSTF reviewed the draft criteria in small groups and then
discussed the draft criteria as a whole. The SSTF provided the following
comments about the draft criteria:
•

•

With regards to the draft criteria for the goals, the SSTF noted that
“demonstrating leadership and the unique TOL role in the region” could be
interpreted in many ways. The SSTF stated that it is important for the goals
to be courageous and proactive, but the Township should not pursue a goal
simply to be a standout within the region. The SSTF indicated that the goals
must respond to the social needs. The SSTF also expressed concern that
“reflecting and building on current strengths” would inhibit the Township from
addressing a pressing social issue if it did not have any existing strengths to
build on. The SSTF suggested that this criterion may be more applicable to
guiding the development of the Strategy’s actions.
With regards to the draft criteria for the objectives, the SSTF indicated that
the objectives should be SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant,
and time-bound). The SSTF also suggested that “enhances inter-community
equity,” while important, should perhaps be an optional criteria to provide
greater flexibility.

5. Staff noted that the next steps for the project involved the preparation of some
early draft goals and objectives, based on all of the input and information
collected to date. Staff suggested that the SSTF would likely be asked to meet
again in late March or early April to provide feedback on these early draft goals
and objectives.
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APPENDIX B – ATTACHMENT 1
Draft framework for the organization of the Social Sustainability Strategy presented
at Meeting #4.
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APPENDIX B – ATTACHMENT 2
Highlights identified by the SSTF from the draft demographic data and social
indicators presented at Meeting #3:
• The increase in both early childhood vulnerability and children and youth living in
poverty.
• The increase in the seniors’ population (age 65+), the decrease in residents born in
Canada, and the increase in the visible minority population.
• The increase in homelessness.
• The finding that 68% of Township residents live within a 5-minute walk to a transit
stop, yet 91% of Township residents commute by private vehicle.
• The finding that Township residents have higher levels of physical activity and
healthier diets than the Metro Vancouver average, yet have higher levels of
obesity.
• Whether a future estimate of food insecurity could be obtained or developed, in
light of trends like climate change.
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APPENDIX B – ATTACHMENT 3
Draft criteria / tests for goals and objectives presented at Meeting #4. The
correspondence with the guiding principles and assumptions for the project is
indicated in brackets.
Goals:
Meets at least one of:
-

Reflects and builds on current strengths of community / TOL [GP&A#3]
Demonstrates leadership and unique TOL role in region [GP&A#4]

Objectives (Priorities):
Essential – meets all (or most) of:
-

Clear role for TOL (in mandate or as influencer / partner / convener)
[GP&A#2]
Not being adequately addressed now [GP&A#3]
Responds to identified social issue (i.e. highlight of the research) [GP&A#4]
Enhances inter-community equity [GP&A#5]

Optional – meets one or more of:
-

-

Makes progress on more than one issue or trend [GP&A#1]
Opportunity to leverage other resources (e.g. provincial, federal, other nongovernmental) [GP&A#4]
Builds community capacity and resilience [GP&A#6]
Addresses systemic or root cause of social issue [GP&A#9]
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APPENDIX C – SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY TASK FORCE
MEETING #5 SUMMARY NOTES
Details:
Monday, April 8, 2019, 6:00 – 8:00pm in the Salmon River Committee Room located
at the Township Civic Facility (20338 – 65 Avenue).
Present:
Ellen Peterson, Gary Jones, Juliet Henderson-Rahbar, Kristine Carrick, Laura Labelle
(Fraser Health), Lisa George, Lisa Saddler, Sherry Baker
Regrets:
Amanda Henderson, Austen Bietenbeck, Chantelle Wegwitz, Deanna Horn, Erin
Easingwood, Fraser Holland /Janet Burden
Staff:
Aubrey Jensen, Community and Policy Planner; Patrick Ward, Strategic/Social
Planner
Notes:
1. Staff welcomed the members of the Social Sustainability Task Force (SSTF) and
provided a brief project update.
2. Staff facilitated a discussion on the draft highlights from the social research. The
discussion included the following:
•

•
•

•

The apparent disconnect between the perception of crime and the rate of
violent crime, which decreased by 8% between 2013 and 2017, was identified
as an interesting highlight. The SSTF wondered if the rate of property crime,
which increased by 8% between 2013 and 2017, may be contributing to a
sense of feeling unsafe. It was also suggested that the increase in
homelessness may be contributing to feeling unsafe, as some people may
stigmatize and fear people experiencing homelessness.
The relatively high rate of obesity in the Township, despite relatively healthy
lifestyles, was noted as an interesting highlight.
The increase in population with aboriginal identity was identified as an
interesting finding. It was suggested that more Indigenous people may be
acknowledging their aboriginal ancestry.
Issues around access to services was noted as a key challenge in the
Township.
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•

The importance of keeping the statistics in the Social Profile up to date was
discussed. It was noted that such data can help other agencies plan their
services and apply for funding.

3. Staff facilitated a discussion on the draft vision statement and draft strategic
priorities. The following draft vision statement options were presented for
feedback:
The Township of Langley is a connected, inclusive, and resilient community where
everyone can enjoy and contribute to an excellent quality of life.
Our Township is cohesive and inclusive – everyone in every community has a high
quality of life.
In the Township of Langley, everyone enjoys and contributes to an excellent quality of
life.

The following draft strategic priorities were presented for feedback:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reconciliation and First Nations engagement
Housing
Community connectedness and engagement
Lifelong learning and community awareness
Physical and mental health
Food
Mobility

SSTF feedback included the following:
•

•

•

•

There was a clear preference for the first option of the vision statements.
That being said, some members of the SSTF thought that “excellent quality of
life” may be too much of a stretch.
Overall, the draft strategic priorities were supported as the potential focus of
the Social Sustainability Strategy. However, the needs of vulnerable groups
had to be more clearly recognized and communicated throughout these
priorities.
On reconciliation and First Nations engagement, the SSTF expressed the need
to engage all of the local land-based Nations. It was also suggested to look
at the Calls to Action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
for action ideas.
On community connectedness and engagement, it was suggested that a new
neighbourhood grant funding stream for smaller initiatives should be
considered. It was also suggested that the application process for recreation
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•

•
•

financial assistance could be made easier to complete (note that this could
also relate to physical and mental health).
On lifelong learning and community awareness, the SSTF thought that
“community awareness” would be better incorporated under community
connectedness and engagement. To support lifelong learning, it was
suggested that the after-hours use of school spaces be explored.
On physical and mental health, it was suggested that access to services and
primary care be considered.
On food, it was suggested that “food resilience” be promoted and considered.

4. Staff noted that the next steps for the project involved additional public and
stakeholder engagement to support the preparation of actions for the Strategy.
The SSTF indicated that they would prefer to participate in the public and
stakeholder workshops scheduled for late May, rather than meeting separately.
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APPENDIX D – YOUTH WORKSHOPS INPUT
November 21, 2018 Youth Workshop Input
Dot Voting Exercise – Round 1

How’s Langley doing?

Needs
attention
Fair
Good
Excellent

Housing

Mental
Health

Transportation

26

30

28

22
4
0

17
4
0

15
11
0

Strengths and Challenges Exercise
Housing

What are Langley’s strengths?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water, electricity, plumbing, garbage all work
Good Location
neighbourhoods with schools are generally nice
Location is decent - near places
close to everything
close knit community
safe-ish (parts that could be safer)
Home security
homes are safe
Eradication of absolute poverty
most people are sheltered!
safety
ALR Land
green spaces
youth Hub helps with homelessness
lots of houses
development sustainable housing
upkeep of roads
property tax - discourage over seas buyers
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•
•
•
•
•

New rule on property tax
lots of homes
A lot townhouses
lots of housing
You know your neighbourhoods

What are Langley’s challenges?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ruining habitats for animals & plants to build houses
cheaper houses that are also safe
It's difficult to get welfare for house
Not enough/ No heat / basic resources in some
welfare housing
more tax money around… more towards Housing
more accessible for disabled
a lot more help for homeless youth
Homelessness has increased
Homelessness has increased
reaching out to homeless people who need help
making youth homes and homeless shelters more known to people in
need
because of location people are close to everything is so expensive
needs to be cheaper - pay attention to size as well
price/ inflation
cheaper start up homes
housing unavailable to people with lower wages
Urban planning
plan the town effectively
need to be wary of where they put low income housing so it does not
affect the other neighbourhoods
harder to find houses to rent / security
needs more security
more safe house and group homes for youth
housing compromising scenery
less townhouses & more apartments with space in the backyard
properties with outdoor/yard space
more parking near townhouses and apartments
Strata sucks etc
students trying to find a place while going to school
No help for students to afford housing
It's too much money for new families
only affordable houses are often dirty or unsafe
OVERBIDDING on houses
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

dorm /residency = $$$
apartments can be over priced.
In order to achieve privacy costs rise too much
COSTS
Costs*
High costs = people moving away
costs! housing is becoming inaccessible to growing population
Students can't afford housing and school because its too much money
together
international buyers pushing costs up
No privacy
infrastructure
bad roads
too many houses
housing is so condensed causing road = smaller
too many houses too close together
putting too many houses
subsidised housing
protecting green spaces and agricultural land
using farmland
cutting down too many trees
cutting down trees
greenspaces torn down for houses
taking down historic buildings
removing green space
Homeless
not enough support for homeless teens
not enough facilities for growing population
need more homeless shelters
Gentrification
violence at home - kids need more support in overcoming
too many teens stuck in bad situations
trap houses (drug house)
Grow ops
people being sold to
useless building in inappropriate spots especially in Aldergrove
too much construction
useless building in inappropriate spaces
need to be houses you can rent for a night or any amount of time you
need
need to cater to everyone, not just young families and elderly people
when my family bought our house, we got for a cheap price… next day
prices went hot!
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pretty expensive (pretty pricey for a first family home especially if it's your
first!)
pet concerns
very small
too many condos/townhouses - more affordable single family homes
more condos
houses are too cramped together
nature trails and parks
tree housing
not putting everyone in consideration - small families (divorced families
struggling families)
Towns (Langley Centre) that are more commercial struggle with
homelessness because of more shops than housing
more affordable housing for: -single moms, - at-risk - youth, - low income
families
More shelters for the homeless
safe home for family members at risk with little to no money
apartments will be all we can afford !
houses aren't good quality ,Quantity over Quality
high rent
My family has been trying to move to Walnut Grove for the last 5 months
but housing is so expensive
More Soup kitchens
So hard to buy and sell houses
You can buy a really nice car cheaper than the housing
$200,000 condos are TOO MUCH!
Not affordable
more affordable housing for students
unable to renovate houses due to the costs
Young people can't afford a small house
ready houses to move into are too expensive
Am I going to be able to buy a house when I'm older?
newer/ nicer for cheaper
Teenagers coming out of high school who want to move out can't afford
any rent on the market
expensive now Growing rate for when we need to buy

Mental Health

What are Langley’s strengths?
•

Flex time in school is great to get help from teachers and to reduce
homework stress
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Youth Hub in Langley
some schools have good resources to help yourself but they don't always
help you
Great and numerous school resources to help with the stress of daily life
fundraisers
clubs and groups to make you feel more comfortable and apart of a good
environment
school councillors
Having people to talk to easily that are almost always available
recognizing that we are struggling and how trying to fix it
provision of greenspaces parks
equality of service for race religion sex ethnicity
general understanding of mental health
confidentiality of clients
free counselling in Langley Youth Hub
Youth Groups
They talk about it even if its just a week
positive outlets
more awareness has been made about mental health
events like this, to input our thoughts and spread awareness!
They've started the discussion in Langley
Starting awareness
Student awareness
actual psychologists well trained/ helpful
Finally recognized mental health as an issue
lots of police
available facilities
Hospitals visits are free
Starting help

What are Langley’s challenges?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

more classes/course to accommodate students skills
more youth speakers taking about mental health
councillor's say "you come to us" Not we'll come to you"
getting therapy for kids /teens when they need it! More therapists and "safe
places"
Bringing more awareness to mental health
Schools don't address Mental Health Properly
we as a community need to develop mental homes or clubs where other
people can speak to somebody like them
Normalizing Mental Health - health checks like going to the dentist
there aren't enough places for people to feel completely comfortable
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

councillors don't reach out
more school councillors
more educated people!! (about mental health)
Student councillor confidentiality
we need more people to talk to and more spaces to talk in!
peer pressure
bullying that causes negative thoughts and impacts
"youth clubs" or meetups for kids to talk with one or no adult
more dog parks or animal/pet clubs to bring animals or go pet and see
animals to calm down
not always properly educated or trained
depression and anxiety found a lot
not helping the issue- breaks to destress
Affordability in support
kids help line should be put up more
Need breaks between classes
more natural light = relaxed environment less anxiety/depression
Trauma therapy for kids!!!!
Youth Clubs
Support Animals
teacher's give too much stress with homework
teacher's don't keep students in mind, do and teach and go home.
Teachers don't consider outside of school activities and family, they give too
much homework
Find ways to incorporate outdoors in weekly school schedule
Stopping fixing… start preventing
3+ hours of homework takes away from spending time with family
we shouldn't be doing homework at home -because students are busy too!
mental challenges caused by housing and transportation problems
Mental health education for all ages
hours of homework… expensive universe.. Pressure to chose a career..
Inaffordable housing… and you wonder why we're stressed
get dismissed as other things
having stigma around mental health
it's not taken seriously
more/less parent involvement when needed
counselling for people who have dropped out
average citizens do not know where they can get help
lack of support in schools - lack of knowledge /education
provision of staff in mental health - shortage of workers
In school councillors - do what they think is best without consulting the
person in question
fixing mental health in school
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

mental health in youth is considered false & school only mentions it as a
problem that can't be helped
general understanding of mental
There isn’t as much awareness as there should be
lack of support in schools - lack of knowledge /education
recognition of those who struggle with mental illness
school recognition of mental health
not engaged enough! Not enough councillors
no governmental assistance of religious group
Accessibility
old fashioned views on anxiety - thinking the student is "just nervous
harm reduction services
not taken seriously
drug abuse help resources
No help not lots of people on the street helping drug users
safe a injection sites like in Vancouver
needs more harm reduction services for youth in addiction
not enough support for addiction at school without judgement
better support centres for youth dealing with mental health
not enough help for youths with no money
education for time management help for kids who are overwhelmed
ways to help friends, coping strategies
No one helps parents deal with their children
lack of understanding
Schools don't teach anything about mental health
Most people are uncomfortable with talking about it
teachers can be unapproachable to talk to
Mental health is not considered important in health care and wasn't in our
curriculum. We need more education about mental health
We don't have the skills to understand mental health. Promote education
about it
counselling in school can be ineffective.
General family doctors not trained well
Real help
mandatory curriculum for Mental health
depression and anxiety are the most common yet frowned upon or denied
having a course in school about mental health that is mandatory
crazy people
free counselling needed !!! More accessible
teachers should be trained to help students through a panic attack
No help for suicidal people
No help for people over 19
Education Mental Health
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mental health need to be taught in schools
youth should get free counselling
More spaces places like the hub
Counsellors are taking on other tasks (time tables, schedules) rather than
focusing on Mental health
General Understanding
people with mental health can be bullied
appointments for in school counsellors are a long wait
Teens afflicted the most by mental health issues. We need more attention
Parent education
note enough awareness
Our education
Stop telling us to "suck it up"
depression /anxiety from social media and grades
when brought up aren't taken seriously
people don't view it as a priority
stop pushing SRI's (drugs)
stop treating mental health like an illness
Realize Impact - almost everyone
Counselling isn't included within Health Care
Anxiety is bushed off as nervousness
depression is brushed off as sadness
make counselling, etc. more accessible/promote it better - we have good
facilities, people just don't know about them
very long waiting times for help assessments
peer support needed. Mental health is treated like an illness/ disability
Suicide rate should be at zero but it's not. People could help with this
not enough resources to help
pressure on teens is over the roof which develops mental health issues
Understanding and education/ stigma, shame- true causes /what it is help/Real help

Transportation

What are Langley’s strengths?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

disability accessibility
encouraging transportation
affordable
Pretty green for the most part
Bike routes
bike lanes are good
bike lanes= good
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More crosswalks available
friendly people
Pretty nice drivers
Langley centre & Carvolth are okay
Langley Centre & Carvolth transportation can take you to major
destinations
transit is cheap-ish
affordable
Major stations are well sheltered
Some bus stops are sheltered?
the bus schedule is sort of consistent
walnut Grove buses are great
buses on 208th street have been great so far
carvolth is tidy, centrally located, easy to get to
easily accessible transportation for everyone (handydart)
reasonably priced fare rates
take tap now
buses in Langley are fast and they provide an easy way to commute
Security on buses at night
drivers are polite, new buses are really nice

What are Langley’s challenges?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

late buses
not enough buses
money machine broken often
no night buses
not enough access to public transportation
a lot of bus stops but not enough buses
more interconnected city bus routes needed! ( White Rock - Langley)
Direct stops
more buses
at Brookswood Secondary: students need to leave last block early in our to
catch their bus
change bus routes to be more relevant for growing Langley
somehow if there are special buses ONLY for schools?
No Bus routes - lack of some/many
No interconnected city bus routes (White Rock - Langley)
shut down main bus
buses only go on main routes (not in small communities)
not enough buses/ bus stops / bus routes
confusing
bad security, unsafe bus places
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buses OFTEN don't show up resulting in kids stranded after school
wondering when /how they will get home.
need more exchanges
Buses UNRELIABLE!
We don't really bike cause we're not healthy so we need more buses
gas is really expensive
gas in the USA is more affordable
Pipeline please - for cheaper gas
skytrain in Langley
We need skytrain
skytrain
It's not salways safe to bike
don't feel safe to bus
communities feel sketchy to bike around in
bike lanes are not everywhere
bonus/penalty pay to construction being on time /late
time of construction! - pick better timing of working on the roads
construction on the highway
highway delays - all the time (264 exit)
issues, issues, issues with highway !
(Brookswood? Area) Sidewalks - not always safe ( in construction= not safe)
No street lights in some areas dangerous to walk
some trails & walkways are unlit/unsafe
not enough infrastructure for growing population -Langley should be
accountable for increase in housing and population
bus rotation would be higher, would make people more comfortable
more frequent buses
range of bus routes
needs to be more busses at more times to more locations
not enough buses in Langley
easier transport options for physically impaired
better /more convenient routes
more Aldergrove buses or buses in the boonies
more express buses
not enough buses
have bigger buses
don't go to further out locations off main routes
quicker transit
lower the cost of taxis
more ride sharing services
we need UBER
taxi services should be faster
Legalize Uber/Lyft etc.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Langley Centre is unsafe at night
skytrain in Langley
buses don't have enough space. Need more buses to split the flow
tracking buses
easier schedules/ access to them
maps on buses
alternate routes
need buses to and from youth services
promote options for payment/cards
transit app awareness
promote year pass
more awareness of transit payment options (year pass awareness)
safer transportation
rude bus drivers - reckless driving
Making Langley Centre more safe
Bike/walking lanes need improvement - 80th needs to get bigger /more
bike lanes
More sidewalks
more sheltered stops
basically, It should not take me 2 hours to get home from school
bus wait times on time
bus times more frequently
punctuality
Insurance prices
cheaper gas prices
cleaner transportation
Maps on buses
making bus routes easier to follow
make fees more flexible
Little accuracy in times for pick up/drop-off
buses often run late - increase speed
miss your bus if its crowded ( they skip you you!)
Majority of buses only come every half an hour
Inconvenient time schedules
Langley / Fernridge needs more bus stops/ development
bus drivers can be so unprofessional and unsafe
562 is always super early or super late
not reliable due to buses being late/too early
to reach central station it takes an hour or more
so unpredictable
Parents go to work unable to reach places fast only a few buses
more transportation for people with a disability
more buses*
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barely any bike lanes
There is not a bus that runs down 200th from Brookswood to Walnut Grove
buses that goes everywhere
"special" cabs for emergency situations ( lost, bad place)
Only 2 buses run in Aldergrove and never on specific time
school buses?? For smaller schools?
Skytrain needed if bus missed wait is half hour to hour
we need a Monorail or a skytrain
more buses and more bus lines
a lot of the time buses are full and you aren't let on so we need bigger
buses
knowledge about where the bus stops are and where the buses go
more express buses
Inconsistent standards
Not a lot of Sheltered stops
Bike lanes/little to no room to walk on the side of streets cause cars to
swerve to avoid people walking
bus stops on very busy streets
dangerous -weird people
Not clean
208th street is so busy… needs to be widened!!!
Buses are placed on highways and inconvenient spots
safety for younger riders
More places that sell compass passes & less expense
compass cards and transit passes are way too expensive
we need cheaper cars/taxi

Dot Voting Exercise – Round 2

How’s Langley doing?
Needs
attention
Fair
Good
Excellent

Housing

Mental Health

Transportation

34

27

24

7
0
0

9
4
0

17
0
0
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Actions and Youth Role Exercise
Housing

What actions could we take to address the issues?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building better made homes example; insolation and better built structure boat houses
Encourage people that are building new things to reuse the resources they
have
Build apartments/ multiple housing units with green supplies - solar panels
greener ways to make housing and running the household easier such as
solar power
use our land carefully, plan it properly
environment is well balanced with separate materials / alternative uses
limit the amount of clear cuts and forests being destroyed
limit the amount of buildings/houses in a certain amount of space to
preserve the environment in all areas
solar panels for towns and cul-de -sacs
Have more awareness with the Langley Youth Hub. My friends know about it
but they don't actually know what it is
monies for those at risk - great idea , perfect for a progressive society, but
we need to make sure Urban planning is done properly because you do not
want to affect the lives of people already living there
construction workers need to accommodate to drivers more - awareness
to overcrowding communities and areas
separate affordable homes for single mom and dad
building more low income housing that’s affordable for minimum wage
workers
discounted housing for homes with children
number of family member, occupational wages, welfare should be brought
into fact while purchasing a house /apartment
people are buying homes, redoing them, then reselling them for much more
than they are originally listed for. So maybe make rules against that
fee, license, taxes , certain ranges of prices, depending on rooms,
bathrooms, etc.
if house is unusable/unattainable or not bought in time period- shall be
priced lower or used for other purpose for community
set up homeless shelters and let the homeless know where to go for shelter
create more shelters for people in general
easy and very accessible safe houses and group homes which are safe and
provide resources for helping them get stable in the future
easier and faster moving process for youth who need a youth agreement
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A place for youths to stay for a few days to get away from problems at
home -to make a plan and get help
The youth hub is great but what would be awesome would be another
location, maybe in a place with more people -at risk- such as Langley City
higher density residence - diversify the housing market
construction bonus or incentives
more resources to help people with finding affordable housing
Township / Board - Home /hotels
child friendly residences
lower prices
housing authority and social housing community
homes for people at risk
approve more high rise building
affordability - touch bubble to pop at the moment , affordable housing
communities , free market models for houses
actions related to housing - affordability, homes for people at risk,
environment and infrastructure
for the homeless, shelters - foodbanks for people who don't have that much
money
helping families instead of the rich
"youth' of students themed apartments /complex where its is cheaper and
people can live together
University housing - scholarships for dorms
Grant /scholarships for support for housing
larger range in house sizes, smaller for youth or college students … to larger
based on family needs
creating "hotel/house" where its like $50 a night or $250 for a week for
showers and water and food - not sleeping in your car
family housing -more housing suitable for families to live comfortably
better urban planning
build more apartments and green space
more parks for leisure - less unused buildings
community garden
support and create more space for agriculture use
I think that the government should look at your income and mortgage, then
they shall give you a right price that should be affordable for you
dorm pricing should be apart of tuition
create more Youth hubs, easier to access
student group housing - cheaper , student discounts
discounts for students
build more houses
people don't know about where the houses are that they can go to - Talk
more about them
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Teens stay in violent homes because they have nowhere else to go
compromises and sustainability
cutting down too many trees
plant more trees
stop cutting down trees
stricter ALR land rules for developing buildings
planting new trees when cutting down for building houses. Developing new
walking trails after developing where trails once were
protect greenspaces
protect agricultural land - loopholes should be found and eliminated
respect green spaces - not all green spaces should be parks - keep
developers out of forests, marshes, watersheds
environment - bigger lots with more trees and green space
Need more local farm produce using farmland
widening roads before building houses ( prevents overcrowding traffic )
create new infrastructure and upkeep old infrastructure to accommodate
for population growth
infrastructure: when building more houses make sure there's enough room
in schools to keep up with the growing population
Affordability: not letting people overbid on houses because it increases
prices for everyone else
add extra tax for empty houses
If you don't live here for majority of the year you shouldn't buy here
no over bidding laws
better payment plans to afford houses
people less houses/homeless people supportive houses with resources
sustainable housing , more planning homes that are built for at risk families
/those in poverty
make houses more affordable and accessible especially for families in need
more houses
more apartments/townhouses style housing, so more can be built from less
improve city planning - account for population increase - create new
infrastructure, facilities -"organise" new developments
more job opportunities offered to homeless people in the community
city -wide fundraisers for more YAR Shelters

What role could youth play?
•
•
•
•
•

fundraisers /donations
fundraising
fundraising
fundraisers
volunteering to help keep our community safe - garbage pick up
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help out at the youth hub making various care packages
Donate to people with low income/ set up a box/thing to donate in
(student led drives)
creating petitions - higher authority notices
peaceful demonstration
talking to schools and having them have information about youth
shelters/hubs on hand.- making kids in school know what is available
media- telling classmates/school about the shelters
spread awareness and provide other people with information about the
homeless shelters or youth homes
send educators to schools to speak to the youth - we all go to school, might
as well send someone in where all of us will be
local shops& communities will be given a stack of business cards and give
them to people who they would like ( information on location of shelters)
word of mouth (about shelters)
attend any meetings about the housing
tell friends about the youth hub that you think would need it
youth Hub -more shelters - more awareness - Overcrowded communities,
greener facilities - building homes for lower income - regulations - permit to
flip homes
short term solutions for homeless
I think that we should build a big house for the homeless ( but it won't have
sinks or anything) and the homeless could pay $1 a day when it's raining or
snowing. Or if they just need shade in the summer!
student groups in schools that meet every week to talk about these issue,
come up with plans created by youth
talk to MLA ( Rich Colman) about affordable housing for people at risk
raise awareness about the issues
stay alert
be informed
adopt personal responsibility
stay in school
stay in school/get a starter job in school
support and protest peacefully
Community clean –up
fundraising for people who can't afford homes.
grocery stores asking for $1 -$2 donations
family package discounts - compass cards
fundraising for a general support house ( like the youth hub)
every month one environmental system/ecosystem to clean/fix by all
schools
take fund raising to school and show the impact it is making ( like, we
helped build and fund "this" )
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cleaning up trash and helping to replant trees
Plant trees
need volunteers to run group homes for suffering teens
Volunteer at a homeless shelter
Volunteer to work with youth leaders, shelters, helping more at risk
Knowing about where we can volunteer so we can support the homes for
people at risk
if we know more about homes for people at risk we can suggest where
people should go
raise awareness of where to go if you need to leave home for specific
reasons ( more education about it)
with more development of housing, the cities are getting more condensed,
which is causing narrow roads and transportation harder. Now we are
starting to build on agriculture land. Not Good
Students have a hard time with being able to afford residency as well as still
going to school. Dorms =$$$ apartment = even more $$ if anything
protest against overbidding
protest against overbidding -to also raise awareness
have an tree planting day plants
advocate for stricter green space laws so they stay as green as intended
(but also adapt to growing needs strategically)
create a program that saves green spaces - (or starts to try and save)
environment - inform people about why it's good to have lots of green
spaces and why greenspaces should be protected
Homes for at-risk people - talk about it more so that if you or someone else
needs to leave your house you know where to go
More facilities like the gateway of hope. Able to accommodate to more
people - not coddling them by staying in a shelter - other services and
support to help them transition from homeless into a life
Raising an awareness for homes for people at risk in classes and school/
education - small raising money things - as well as volunteer so people
can actually see the condition that these people are in and why we help
have a discussion talk to inform people about housing issues to get them
on-board and raise awareness
Youth voice - initiatives like the youth advisory board are awesome but
should be more accessible - let youth participate in policy making
education - youth groups like green teams are already advocating for the
environment, etc. let's expand that - youth teaching youth about how to get
involved/have their voices heard promises to be effective
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Mental Health

What actions could we take to address the issues?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

make people more aware of how important our mental health is and how it
may affect us through fundraisers and open discussions
Keep in mind of the age group and how you are introducing and talking
about the awareness of Mental health
Learning how to talk, what it is, levels, what people want to say
Raise awareness of what exactly Mental Health and how/ where you can
get support (hot Lines) Assembly (speakers), announcements , Posters
/visual aids
More mandatory talks about mental health so we understand it more - do it
with puberty talks
Mental health awareness posters/letting people know
understanding and education
Education! Discussion around mental health are still relatively new , so
learning about good mental health should be discussed in school at a
young age
teaching of disorders and acceptance and VULNERABILITY in classrooms
educate younger kids
start in elementary school
Incorporate Mental Health awareness into our curriculum
let people know where they can go to get help
educate kids who are still in school. Let people know what common signs of
depression, anxiety and other common things are.
teach young people about mental health so that if they or someone they
know goes through it they know how to help
people need to be educated about resources available to them
Introduction to mental health before high school or before people might
begin to experience it
Student led Mental Health - going through different things, helping teachers to help us with how to deal with mental health , anxiety, etc.
Teach adults how to help students with mental health issues
Teachers can be a support system. Sometimes, teachers at the beginning of
the year hand out these worksheets that say things like. - what should I
know, etc. This way teachers are aware of students needs ( Mental health)
Diversity of counsellors, allowing students to choose who they want to
speak to
Parent Awareness
counsellors should rotate schools so there's a diverse selection of individuals
to relate to you
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Youth/peer counselling
counsellors at school shouldn't be in alphabetical order and the students
should be able to go to whoever they feel comfortable with not depending
on their last name
Self- worth life worth Peer pressure visuals over personality
having hot line numbers in lockers
Exposure and acceptance (especially religiously central school0
harm reduction sites should be available and made known
bring in an officer/guest speaker to keep students up to date on hotlines
and safer places to be if you were to try experimenting with substances.
SCARE tactic doesn't WORK.
Diversity of counselors, so students can choose people who relate to them
more
No Verbal punishment from teachers
Teachers being more aware and understanding teens are going through
things
Provincial of assistance of religious institutions
re-introduction of religious institution and governmental (provincial, federal)
support
Educating about types of mental health in an engaging way from someone
who has experience and understands
support from teachers
workshops at the community centre
Teacher training on mental health
healthy awareness with our parents and teachers
better teachers less abusive
Limiting social media use in schools
educating adults (parents and teachers)
Safe place rooms where kids can go to be comfortable
create buildings or spaces for youth to talk about issues we have
Safe Spaces!!
Safe spaces
safe place to chill and let their thoughts flow
safe space! Brain breaks for 5 minutes
Provide calming spaces in schools where students can feel relaxed and
comfortable to talk about their mental health with others
having places where parents can learn about mental health. Maybe a group
where parents can met with a counsellor?
more people coming into classrooms
make people more aware of the people in hiding that need support
In school presentations on Mental health from the Township
teachers checking in on students who they are concerned about
develop Community
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YCW in schools lots !!!
Mindful training in Junior years K-5
relaxing classroom environments where students are comfortable
provide youth with ways to manage their emotions. Drawing. Writing.
A way to connect with other kids about things we like
peer counsellors
help friends with depression
Better substance - use supports in DT Langley
pharmacy substances need to be more accessible
Mental health training/ awareness Careers 8- 12
environmental factor changes during sad/stress periods
breaks from classes in all schools
breaks during class time / brain breaks
more shelters
Having councillors come to you when you're available (at school)
resources that are more easily accessible and available in a variety of ways
more support from school more staff help and understanding staff who
drop all judgments
Free counselling
Affordable and barrier free - programs
having facilities that are for likeminded people to support individually in
different stages of need.
evenly distribute students to (not A-S, T -Z)
make sure councillors visits are confidential
making centres welcoming and inviting so people will be encouraged to go
different space to discuss issues with councillors with tea, hot chocolate
Make it inviting
Youth recreation activities run by youths that are low or no costs
Youth hikes in the summer/lakes
More recreation events for youth and others to go and do on a regular
basis
have more clubs(-youth led) that cater to your likes and needs
get kids to get out of their heads - inclusive clubs, drop in activities, a free
place youth can go to get out of the house
educate on how to help/cope with mental illness
activities that don't need everyday work
educating youth on the types of mental health
At the school encourage "brain breaks" or education walks to change up
the day.
prescriptions for outdoor and activity rather than drugs
Partner with different facilities to offer more programs (schools, NGO's)
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What role could youth play?
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•
•
•
•
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•
•
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Mental health Awareness Day - peer sharing stories /past experiences with
other students
Bring in speakers who talk and share their experiences with others
Student led groups on mental health
Separate area/spare that is a safe place for students to be and calm down,
talk etc.
learn about when you are abusing a substance even if everyone does it
parents night to talk
kind to others
boost your peers up
Ability to talk about it
How can students personal responsibility over mental health in their
classrooms?
Take body negativity out of everyday conversation
Students need to be more supportive to each other to help mental health
Self-confidence, Impressions - Never good enough
words mean more - education
Students sharing their stories and listening to others, - feel safe to talk to a
group of people
You can support people you know with mental issues
check-in with all your friends on how they are doing
random Act of kindness month
don't be mean
leave kids that you don't like alone
don't keep your problems to yourself
be with people who make you feel safe
encourage others to involve with fun activities within the school!
funding from PAC
parent nights -teacher
on issues youth face
help talk to adults and educate them on how to help you/them with their
mental health issues
support for agitated students
educate myself on how to help my friends and family with their issues like
substance abuse, depression etc.
less authority figures in principles/teachers to feel more comfortable to
open up
using an early dismissal day to educate teachers on how to better support
students
Stay in school be educated
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I think this stuff is not just "youth issues". This is everyone’s issues. Kids that
are struggling are not "just kids". They are your sons and daughters. Your
friends. Your cousin, nephew, niece, girlfriend, boyfriend , best friend .
The Youth are the future. Depression is not being ungrateful!!
Pet therapy for stress
Become Aware and help understand - that it can not change only help deal
with it
proactive with information know more than just the facts - and how to help
Youth led for youth programs and events to bring awareness and education
youth leader/mentor at schools a young person to talk to
fundraise for a facility for students to get together and do activity's for free
fundraisers in schools to provide these things
have fundraiser to support youth hub for those in need
a charity event, party, forum, whatever, if we get enough youth, the big
people will start to notice. MLA's, council
reaching out , being social, available to support people in mental health
presenting in front of school boards and municipalities
write to School District staff to hire more support staff and councillors
more events and activities that connect parents, youth, students and
relationships
spreading the message by a mass of youth. If we all have 2-3 friends to
bring along we have 200 people

Transportation

What actions could we take to address the issues?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

safer /more common bike lanes
make sure buses are clean and that bus stops have more shelter and are
cleaner
accessibility for bikes and handicapped
sheltered benches
heat and protection on/in bus stops
bus routes in more neighbourhoods and more lights in sketchy parts or bus
stops that have no lights near them
posting more lights near bus stops, to allow people to see the stop they're
approaching
safer bus stops
there should be more buses and they should come more often than every
30 mins
more bus routes (Walnut Grove and Fort Langley already have lots, but
other places in Langley do not have ones that are as easily accessible)
we need more extended route of transport
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more bus routes
more bus routes
change bus times so that they work for students before/after school
getting bus drivers to leave early so they're on time for stops - more buses
going during busy hours of the day
if the bus is late they can turn on their "sirens" (like police ) and people will
make room for them if their stuck in traffic you can only use these sirens if
you are running late
cameras at bus stops - maybe a panic button if you feel unsafe on t he
bus?
Bus drivers should be armed their should be buttons for when you feel
violated
Emergency cabs /cars??- call a simple number if you're lost or in a bad
area
safe drivers, security on bus , patient bus drivers, lights, longer benches,
more spaced out seats, bigger buses, security cams
better priced taxi and faster services
family rates
"pay what you can"? Different prices for different people
bus prices change with gas prices
The BC transit can reduce their pricing by making it cheaper for family's
who use the bus often, and they don't have a car!
make it more affordable for students to take the bus ( give high school
students compass cards with a few dollars worth of fare so they can get
used to riding the bus without having to pay)
more compass card stations
making the public more aware of compass card, which provide an easy way
to pay
if you're a student or an employee your company or school should pay for
your pass
higher wages for transport people so more transport jobs
uber - like systems for busing
uber
Bike Share Programs
more buses (more often, more routes)
funding for more buses resulting in more routes and options for scheduling
app notifications
If there's a delay for one of the buses if possible put on translink.ca or a
website as a warning
maps on buses
students buses only
widening 208th street
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more crosswalks with warning lights
create a survey about what bus routes people want/ need
make buses to schools more accessible - BSS students need to leave early
to catch the after school
create night buses
better driving laws, more secure roads to reduce traffic accidents that can
cause scheduling issues. This can tie in with safety as well
maps on buses - figuring out where exactly you are going
Bus Uber
improve the scheduling by making the buses come every 30 minutes
instead of every hour
improve accessibility to smaller communities! More bus stops are needed in
the suburbs
direct routes between towns (for example White Rock to Langley )
Have more buses that have less stops. Give bus drivers who are or time
bonuses
make bus stops on smaller roads like less common places
2) proper bus locations in smaller communities
transit does have some school special buses that come to bus depot and
take students to specific schools, BUT they very, very, often don't show up
resulting with 35 + kids stranded and wondering how they will be getting
home
1) schedule /reliability (more buses) (different routes)
make sure buses come to every school more frequently
add more buses to all routes
having a bus cleaning service
safer bus stops - more security - well lit
better public transit station security
safety button in bus/at stop? - raise money & gather support
make sure every bus stop is safe (places to wait ) (lights)
keep bus stops clean
solar powered light sources built into bus stop shelters. Charge during the
day to illuminate in the evening
pipeline so our gas can get cheap again
lower price for students or elders
family pass ( including a discount)
maybe lowering bike prices and buses stops should have phone for public
to use. And getting school buses that go farther and bigger buses
pricing of bus fare: Students' aren't aware of the cheaper option of compass
cards and lots of people send $2 for only up to 1 hour of bussing
create more sidewalks and working lights
more light -up crosswalks
more light up cross walks that blink at drivers
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light up the area near schools
make sidewalks safer for pedestrians and cyclists, but super wide bike lanes
that constrict streets are unnecessary
increase number of street lights on busy streets
adding more bike lanes so that bikers aren't on the road = safety.
improve sidewalks near bus stops . Construction needs to rushed in order to
allow quick results
have more lights around sidewalks
light -up sidewalks that flash when someone is crossing
adding lights to stop signs
don't leave people at bus stops because you don't know where they have to
go or what could happen while they are
safety - bus drivers should step in more in sticky situations - proper
training? - cleaner buses - more buses at later times?
have more transit police on the sky train to help illegal Translink riders that
just hoped on. The compass card gates help! But they don't get everyone .
encourage bus drive ( r ) to pay attention who's on their buses and who's
about to get on so they can judge if this bus is good for younger people
bus stops on streets that aren't over crowded/ constantly busy
safety - there should be people who come in and clean the bus! - people
should leave seats for youth and an accompanied adult watching kids
lit up areas near bus stops to feel safer. Make them sheltered for weather
have anti-bacterial foam or wipes installed in buses so people may wipe
their hands after touch poles.
safety- more transit police/ assistants
buses coming more regularly and having more direct routes
buses coming on time and connecting buses times meet up
have more buses so that people are able to get where they are going easier
and faster
have trackers on the buses that informs people where the buses are and if
there are delays. This is tied into the App
or maybe if a bus is not there have a text line that you can text where the
bus is and when it will get there
have google maps to help drivers see if there's any traffic
scheduling/reliability - maps / stopping more frequently - for people to get
off more accurately on their stop!- not leaving people stranded and waiting
having bus loops in safer places - more bus loops
frequency is very important in allowing everyone to get around and to
arrive on time
have an official Translink app that can be updated daily with changes in
routes or delays - that use can use without Wifi
make buses more convenient and on schedule - create a schedule - make
wait shorter with more buses
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scheduling/ reliability - more buses in a shorter time frame - invest in bigger
buses so everyone can get on - more frequency - not leaving us waiting or
stranded
have more buses coming more frequently
punctuality - realistic schedules ( include traffic)
more /better times and stops for buses - smooth
maps on board/ places on the bus to see your stops
faster bus schedules - make a bus lane
more buses to counter the flow of pedestrians - buses come every 30 min.
instead of every hour.
lower the price so that anyone could go on
students educators should have free buses for certain areas - hours for
school hours 6-am to 8:30 am and 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm
dropping students off in a safe, good area
Pricing - student price? - 4.50 or back to $1.75?
family with small children shouldn't have to pay for child - bring back
transit passes (booklet)
pricing can add up quickly when you take transit everyday, so for people at
can't afford it. Have cheaper fees for people who may not afford it .
have cheaper youth bus fees for youth
The price should be $1.00 for the fee
lower bus fair prices even if only for students of families in need

What role could youth play?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

make the Township aware of the issues - come up with specific acts to
take and present it to them
write a letter
ask the Township to see if they could add compass card stations near or
in the Langley school districts
send a letter to Langley Council/ Raising awareness
attending Township Council meeting to voice concerns
email Translink/ there has to be some way to connect with them directly
carpooling + apps
bike share?? Volunteer fixing and cleaning and donating bikes
carpool
finding other ways to go places
Fundraising
purchase tickets for students in school
fundraising and commissions of art- all proceeds go to transit
fundraisers
fundraisers
I can bring a lamp from my house and put it by the bus stop!
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following instructions/ safety rules
I can work the bus around my schedule and make a plan for everyday
afterschool
survey where people want buses
volunteer for bus cleaning or community service
peer education - (older students educating younger students about
transit use)
educate people on problems
youth voice! - take surveys - student advisory board
do a survey
raise awareness about the changes to be made
gather support
gather people to show support/ opposition
advocate for more relevant bus routes
Have each school ask students what new or improved bus routes they
want or need
create petition
see where people need more buses and when then send info to TransLink
send requests to the city to improve bus stops and sidewalks
fundraising for street lights and light up crosswalks
raise money to fix potholes
they can help raise money and help with construction/building
fund raise
safety - tell people to never wear black at night
wear brighter colours at night
wear brighter colours so drivers can see you
reflective paint/ reflective tape for sidewalks ( temporary fix)
call /email the company and ask for student prices or for them to lower it.
They also should make kids/babies free
resolutions: write letters? - encourage people to speak out - talk to bus
drivers while on the bus
get students/citizens to sign petition
chang.org
petition to make a change
protesting - write a letter explaining/ addressing the issue
protest explain how it affects youth
stay on the bus youth lead events to spread the word - get everyone to
know about it - galas, forums conferences
fundraises/ drive to supply public transit with anti -bacterial supplies
fundraisers
clean up after ourselves to encourage a healthy environment
lead by example - clean up after yourself
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•

come to any meetings that talk about this issue (local) that your allowed
to come to

Other Ideas
•
•
•
•

Hospital needs improvement!
Replace single -use plastics in TOL buildings and schools with bio plastics
Township youth advisory board! - there's a city board, but having one for the
Township would be great!
Homeless need our attention and help

April 16, 2019 Youth Workshop Input
Action Ideas Brainstorming
Topic
Reconciliation
and First
Nations
engagement

Action Ideas
• First Nations artwork around community
• learning events (food +)
• First Nations people
• festivals (cultural)
• Rec - art around the community
• First Nations People teaching about their culture in schools blanket exercise
• Reconciliation & First Nations engagement: artwork, festivals
that practice FN culture (community involvement) (other
cultures have this), educating the public is key
• programs relating to indigenous culture around the
community (ex. at schools, in parks)
• more art reflecting First Nations, programs, activities
• exposing children when they're younger to the culture
• communicate with First Nations individuals, not chiefs, when
making municipal decisions
• incorporate First Nations' art and language into public spaces
• more interacting with First Nations
• more First Nations art in the community
• be exposed to more cultures
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Housing

Planning

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community
connectedness

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

regulations
foreign investment (ban?)
residency - must be occupied
foreign investment
subsidized housing
foreign buyers: higher tax, have to give up if they don't live in
it
sustainable materials for buildings
do we need more housing?
tax decrease for students
build more cheaper houses
find a way to reuse old building materials from old buildings
build cheaper homes, not just nice new ones
be prepared when you build townhomes in a community, ie
schools, community centres -> don't do it after the fact
place infrastructure first! build houses second
easier access to crisis centres
community centres, neighbourhoods
protect wild spaces, not just green spaces - protects
biodiversity, ecosystems, and environment
stricter city planning: more design regulations, incorporate
indigenous art, consider community spaces and walkability,
consider infrastructure, compact neighbourhoods are
awesome
climate mitigation and adaptation
more community centres
more events with other schools
create more avenues for community input and get the word
out
youth
awareness
social events (community bbqs + )
kindness and caring
extra-curricular
community + engagement: more volunteering around the
community, posters/advertisements around school
community connectedness + lifelong learning: workshops (ex.
public program for woodworking, birdhouses)
youth leadership + volunteering + communication
like fun fair, culture focused fairs -> connecting community
more awareness of elders -> opportunities to connect,
engage
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Learning

Physical and
Mental Health

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

open-mindedness
re-learning
inter-generational learning (conference, discussion)
young teachers?
Services
online use – safety
openmindedness in schools
teach ways to learn better
remove stigma/normalizing
health professionals
online use
body positivity and self-worth > teach young
get rid of stigma + services
make it the social norm
crisis centres
younger counsellors who understand students better
rec centres and community areas
more youth counsellors (it's sometimes hard to connect with
adults), big brothers and sisters is good
romanticization of depression - not really a problem within
our education system
bigger understanding of what OCD and depression is. People
often think they have these
create easier access to existing supports like Ishtar (housing,
well-being)
better counsellors
create more awareness around mental disorders (stop jokes
around mental health)
improved and more counselling centres
mental health night at community centre
bring more awareness in school
mental health center in Fort Langley because it is a hot spot
for youth
being allowed breaks in class if it gets too stressful
have a teacher course about mental health to help them
understand
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Food

Mobility

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

promote health
embracing community
awareness
$$
health promotion
create a well-known farmers market
have an almost "reward" that the local farmers get for selling
locally at farmers markets to encourage local foods
show the benefits that local food has on your health
more buses/bus stops
cheaper
round-abouts
buses
more efficient transportation -> buses -> have multiple, $$
fix the road in front of BSS - please make two lanes to make
traffic flow better
bike lanes - educate on the rules for biking, safety
more and cleaner buses
add more shelters and benches to every bus stop
gas prices :(
have busy times during school, ie before/after school, for
buses to regularly go so students don't have to wait 30+
minutes for a bus
work with Translink to create more appropriate bus systems
fix the bus routes: make them more reliable, have them run
routes more that are important, Translink

Action Plan Worksheets
Issue / Priority: City Planning
Community Assets:
• we’re building lots already!
• just implemented Brookswood Plan
Community Needs:
• strategic building
 build communities and neighbourhoods
• consider infrastructure before building
 are there enough roads, community centres, etc to support a new
development?
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•

plan for a growing population, not just meeting demands

Desired Outcomes:
• compact neighbourhoods, community feel
• good supporting infrastructure
• well-designed public spaces
• incorporate First Nations’ art and language
Action: Design Protocols
Description of Action:
• hire diverse designers/city planners with long-term community building
• take community input
• use recycled or sustainable materials
• consider long-term design of city by implementing sustainable communities
What could you do to help implement this action?
• contact the local government
• start design challenges
Who else needs to be involved? Who would you reach out to for help?
• contemporary, community-oriented designers, planners, and developers
• reach out to First Nations for input of design
What could the Township do to help with this action?
• hire city planners with community, aesthetic, and the long-term in mind
• work with the community
• always consider the environment
What needs to happen in the next 6 months to get started?
• survey to feel out what the community wants and needs
• develop a vision of how we want our community to feel in the long-run
• designate wildlife conservation areas that are untouchable! not just green spaces
• hire amazing contemporary designers and planners
Issue / Priority: Community Connectedness
Community Assets:
• somewhat nice people
• constant growth mindset
• people are educated and aware of what’s going on
Community Needs:
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•
•
•

events to bring people together (everyone)
advertisement targeting youth
festivals (cultural, music, food!!)

Desired Outcomes:
• recognition of different communities and cultures
• a tighter knit community, more friendliness amongst people
Action: Events for Unity of our Community
Description of Action:
• leaders to organize community events to promote and recognize unique and
diverse individuals in our community
What could you do to help implement this action?
• meetings amongst smaller districts within our town (Murrayville, Willoughby …)
Who else needs to be involved? Who would you reach out to for help?
• youth, seniors, adults, young adults, young families, old families } literally
everybody
What could the Township do to help with this action?
• promote, advertise
• funding
• make it an initiative
What needs to happen in the next 6 months to get started?
• committees organize and advertise events for the community
• festivals, parties
• international food festivals
• idea summits to get more insight
• maybe a contest or a competition
Issue / Priority: Mental Health
Community Assets:
• accessible counselling
• younger counsellors
• better school counsellors
• teachers need to be properly educated
Community Needs:
• awareness
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•
•

un-romanticize mental health
better education

Desired Outcomes:
• more understanding
• less stigma
• empathy, not pity
• awareness
• no self diagnosing
Action: Education In and Outside of School
Description of Action:
• educating the students and staff with presentations
• presentations in schools and in classes by youth
• workshops for teachers
• talking to youth with a mental illness
• presentations by youth
What could you do to help implement this action?
• presentations in school and programs for teachers
Who else needs to be involved? Who would you reach out to for help?
• principals
• youth with mental illness
• youth who are educated on said subject
• counsellors and youth workers
What could the Township do to help with this action?
• courses
• educational material for teachers
• talk to youth who have illnesses
• presentation in school
What needs to happen in the next 6 months to get started?
• youth preparing/speaking in presentations
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APPENDIX E – RURAL COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS INPUT
Consolidated summary notes:
• In the description of social sustainability on the handout, “quality of life” should be
at the top of the list
• Quality of life is subjective, it would be interesting to survey what people in
Langley value
• In draft vision, quality of life is key; safety is an issue
• In the draft vision statement, “contribute” is potentially confusing
• In the draft vision statement, “resilient” would have to include food security, and in
the TOL, it has to include small farming
• No support for agriculture community (zoning regulations; lack of markets)
• Agriculture land is not being used for farming or conservation, just big homes
• Want to see more done to grow food
• Challenges with incongruent regulations between TOL and ALC (particularly
around housing); TOL staff are often uninformed; TOL does not have home plate
regulations
• Challenges with on-farm labourer accommodation, bona fide farm requirements
are too stringent; lack of processing facilities
• Need to recognize the diversity of farms: heritage, small scale, tourism focused vs.
large scale intensive farms
• Challenges in accessing slaughter
• Food: safety and security (trespassing issues)
• Food: challenges with smaller parcels, estate homes
• Concerns about abuse of ALR regulations; current system requires reporting, but
rural residents are often hesitant to report their neighbours
• There is a lack of acknowledgment of farm practices that mitigate and adapt to
climate change
• Sound agricultural regulations are fine, but people need to be educated on why
they exist
• Agriculture: pilot programs / demonstration projects can be a good start
• Community gardens
• Food: time pressure means people will shop at a large format retailer for
everything, rather than shop local or at a farmers’ market; a food hub would be
more accessible, make it easier for people to shop local
• On-farm housing for farm labourers is an issue for many small farms
• Housing: need to allow on farm accommodation for small farms; there are
challenges in having labourers access the farm property, due to mobility
challenges and housing affordability issues in the urban area
• Housing: should allow accessory detached dwellings
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• Housing: affordability issues; affordable for who?; should relax rental laws on
property
• Employers are having a difficult time finding labour because of the high cost of
housing and living in general
• Lower-cost housing solutions need to be explored
• Household challenges related to cost of living results in people feeling squeezed;
municipality needs to focus on efficient use of tax dollars
• Challenges with mobility in Aldergrove and rural area (used to have a shoppers
bus); lack of sidewalks; traffic is traveling too fast; too many trucks; traffic lights
help; lack of snow clearing; what will older residents do?
• Mobility: traffic congestion and speed along rural roads
• Vehicle speeding: creating very dangerous circumstances in rural areas in
general, and even more so around regional park areas; applying technology to
augment police enforcement
• Increased population is leading to increased traffic; people need to be educated
on impacts of speeding in rural area
• How do we educate / inform drivers to be more respectful?
• Speeding on 0 Avenue; tried to work with TOL and RCMP
• Educate people about slowing down and leaving space for pedestrians and
horses
• Safety signage on roads
• “Park zone” speed around Campbell Valley Park; people need to take ownership
• Mobility: trucks on 56 Avenue
• Concerns about speeding on rural roads; could post signs about the equestrian
nature of the community; flashing speed signs
• Rural roads should be for local traffic; having 16 Ave as a highway might help
• Concerns about filming traffic; filming trucks can’t always negotiate rural roads
• Need more awareness about traffic safety
• Parking on shoulder of the road means pedestrians and equestrians have to use
the road; often a concern around Campbell Valley Park
• Need local transportation; small busses
• Need to connect communities, more local options, more important than Skytrain
• Parents can’t drive their kids to work or other activities because both parents are
working
• Want to see more transportation options; lack of sidewalks and cycling
infrastructure
• Mobility: transportation networks should allow recreational activities (e.g. cycling,
equestrian)
• Would like to see more equestrian entrances into Campbell Valley Park
• Could consider culverts over ditches for equestrians
• Transportation is an issue, particularly for persons with disabilities
• Transportation challenges in Aldergrove area, particularly lack of public transit;
Aldergrove is isolated
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• Transportation affordability issues in accessing a farm property
• Mobility: traffic; lack of alternatives (will challenge connectedness)
• Transportation, housing and social connections are very limited for seasonal
foreign farm workers
• Inter-community connectedness does not currently exist
• Community connectedness: challenges with cross-boundary schools
• Lack of community space to foster connectedness; particularly in Aldergrove
• Email is an effective way to communicate with rural residents; consider adding
information about TOL email notifications in tax notices
• Facebook group for connectedness
• Aldergrove feels particularly disconnected
• Parks, schools, sports fields: more amenities, parks for kids
• Hospital quality concerns; need more doctors in Aldergrove
• Good hiking, good mental health services
• Physical and mental health: importance of food and community connectedness
• More services are needed to support mental health
• The opioid crisis highlights the addiction challenges that require more health
services
• Learning: TOL could promote small scale farming
• Learning opportunities: satellite post-secondary sites?
• Need to go beyond reconciliation, Indigenous peoples need to be part of the
conversation
• Property safety and security: property crime is a real concern; owners have to
invest in perimeter fencing, alarms, cameras, and guard dogs
• There is a perception that there is a lot of gang activity going on in the rural areas
as well as drug trafficking
• People will park on the road because of break-ins in the Campbell Valley Park
parking lot
• Block watch
• How do we create a safe place for people to recreate with growth?
• What role can businesses play?; higher business tax makes it difficult to engage;
too much red tape; challenges in engaging with TOL staff
• How to improve resilience: streamline permitting and building processes
• Concerns about groundwater
• There is a perception that there are more people living in the rural areas and this
had an impact on securing water and finding appropriate locations for septic
• Value of open space
• Concerns about water and water use for agriculture
• People not respecting nature, but there is too much red tape around ditches
• Population growth is leading to an increase in the coyote population in the rural
area;
• Tourism Langley is focused on wine and heritage
• Recycling is not picked up right
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Issues are often community specific
Aldergrove needs to be developed right; more shopping opportunities
Many local businesses have left Aldergrove; pop-up stores in Aldergrove
New developments need infrastructure
Urban-creep
Don’t want to loose the rural character
Like the Campbell Valley Park and equestrian feel for SW Langley
The rural area is composed of unique communities
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APPENDIX F – PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOPS
INPUT
Feedback on Draft Vision
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Aspirational – that’s a good thing
Good overall, aspirational
Great overall
A short vision statement is good
It encourages thought – not too simple – a refreshing change
Connected is good – social, physical, services
Connectedness is important
Connectedness is currently lacking
o How to bridge gap between current residents and newcomers? How to
bridge gap between different cultural groups?
o How to enhance connectedness with people experiencing homelessness
Could speak more clearly/directly to the notion of “livability” (e.g. walkability,
sidewalks a complete community).
“connected” includes the transportation perspective
Mobility and access are important in order to be an inclusive society
Resilient is good
The word “resilient”
o Has many dimensions
o What does it mean?
o Could speak those that are vulnerable and the desire to build resilience
into those groups
The word “contribute” is good because it makes the vision a two way statement.
It’s not just top down, but also bottom up as in it asks the community to give
back.
“enjoy and contribute” are positive
The word “great”.
o Is it articulate enough?
o What does it mean to different individuals
o Is it meaningful or too broad
o Better than good, or mediocre – sets the bar high
o Not sure what this means?
“quality of life” – it’s a good goal
Lacking “health”
Well-being?
“safe places to live and play” is that captured within this vision statement?
Where does “sustainability” fit within the vision
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•
•

What about be just being “comfortable,” that is important
This vision speaks more directly to people than it does to place – changing place
can have a positive impact on improving quality of life.

Feedback on Draft Strategic Priorities
•
•

•

•

•

Connectedness
o Are they accessible and known to the communities?
Food
o What is it about food that is a priority?
o Foodbanks should accept food from community gardens
o Land is for food
o What are the food needs of youth and seniors
Mobility
o Needs change across the time of day
o Work, entertainment, and socializing all have different mobility concerns
and challenges
o Access (the ability to get around) has a big impact on an individuals ability
to maintain health through access to doctors, health clinics, and health
related services
Housing
o Housing mix is important, and should be affordable, accessible,
appropriate, and available
o Is a basic human right, central to all needs – this needs to be made clear
o Need options for seniors, not just 3 storey townhomes
o Multi-family: not good options (size) for families, no yards or play space,
no home based business; how can we make multi-family housing more
liveable?
o seniors population that is experiencing homelessness is increasing
o Homeless are losing their possessions, more access to services to manage
basic needs such as washrooms and showers
o Housing for low income households
o more public housing/rental housing – more tenure options
Lifelong Learning
o Life-long learning is important
o Future proofing – educate seniors on how to prepare for later stages of life
and changing community needs
o Provide a broad definition
o Community and volunteer work can provide a learning experience
o Learn how to manage change
o Uncertain whether this is important
o Love it, as it relates to so much more than just what can happen in the
classroom
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Emergency preparedness
Accessing information: How important it is to know how to access
information in order to navigate social systems (e.g. health care
services, provincial services, recreation passes and assistance for
low incomes)
o Automation is coming
o Computer literacy – the internet and technology
Physical and Mental Health
o There should be more coordination between physical and mental health
services
o Intervention strategies can lessen and reduce the level of entrenchment
that occurs in homeless populations
o Address the complexities of providing access
o Increase access to family doctors
o Highlight the increasing need for services specifically seniors and mental
health related issues
o Preventative upstream interventions can narrow the breadth of services
required to address the multitude of issues that arise downstream
o One hospital, “life-hub,” lots of services
o Young moms and kids
o Not everyone achieves this, what about well-being?
o Health can be broad
Reconciliation
o Reconciliation is good
o It needs to be meaningful and not just a token gesture
o Should this topic be change to address inclusion in a more general way or
should it identify visible minorities
o Expand to newcomers or non-settlers
o First Nations only?
Food – Housing – Mobility these are all connected to income
Safety & Homelessness
Safety could be drawn out more clearly
Missing: safety and security
o People need to know where to go to feel safe
o Women fleeing violence
No rape relief centre in Langley
Missing gender analysis
Need a more specific gender lens, wording is key
Inclusiveness?
o This lens needs to be applied throughout the Strategy
Inclusive language should permeate throughout
Need a stronger link to show how marginalized groups are considered
How are different age groups recognized (i.e. seniors, or youth)



•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

It’s nice to see that the strategic priorities are non-age specific
Add socialization? Part of connectedness?
Access to services should be prioritized (this relates to meeting the qualifications
for supportive services which can be restrictive in some cases e.g. some services
are only available to seniors, but could also greatly benefit younger age groups
with disabilities).
Temporary foreign workers cannot access services
TOL resource / financial constraints
Engagement – important to follow through on actions (implementation)
The environment should be a key priority
Urban-rural character is a defining feature of TOL
Need to promote our natural assets

Action Ideas
Participants were asked to brainstorm action ideas, then identify which actions could
be considered “quick start actions,” and finally identify the potential role of the
Township and community partners.

Action Ideas
more community events that
encourage people to gather
outside of their community
special social events to
encourage everyone to come

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- partner with nonprofit/stakeholders to
coordinate events
- encourage reformation of
international festival

for civic-minded people that
work, have childcare needs, are
they able to engage? Time of
meetings? Childcare provided
are we including newcomers
enough? ie, how do people learn
about TOL if no access to internet
or language?
volunteer programs for the TOL
greenhouses and parks

- TOL would have to work it out
with union then design the
program; could use outreach
programs to advertise; would
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Action Ideas

volunteers who can help out
those who need it, ie, gardening,
small work projects etc
foreign worker help
to improve access for children
with disabilities to community
connectedness, physical and
mental health, lifelong learning …;
Action: recreation services funded
to include kids/youth with
disabilities. Not just a couple of
adapted activities but a helper in
all the activities geared to kids.
TOL: group birthday parties for
neuro-divergent or other lonely
kids/new-comers
exploration of inclusive
community from macro view
(TOL) to micro (specific
neighbourhoods)
have an entertainment district in
Langley (bars/clubs)
have seniors involved in decisions
include diversity and welcoming
in our plans
have more students/young
people involved
tax credits for volunteer time
intergenerational opportunities
communication with all segments
of population
engage new immigrants
support new immigrants
cultural festivals to be organized
since community so diverse now

Quick Start
Action

Yes

Township Role /
Potential Partners
need to create positions that
volunteers could fill
- involved to get volunteers,
Langley School District, Langley
volunteers, newcomers

Yes

Yes
Yes

- coordination
- Funder, Coordinator
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Action Ideas
information services - social
media, email -> connectedness
cultural differences - immigrants,
language, social integration,
welcome
connect - coordinate street block
parties: close streets, small
grants, notice in local paper, etc
connect - grow the welcome
wagon-type programs to help
newcomers connect and
integrate
connect - use schools and other
under-utilised facilities for public
information sessions, learning
opportunities
connected - create purposeful
opportunities to connect
fund or donate property for the
development of a neighbourhood
hub; connectedness - food,
resources, service providers
neighbourhood house (food,
connectedness, resources

increased collaborative
community spaces
improve and revamp newcomer's
guide
community connect and
engagement: have where
volunteers able to get to their
place easier, to apt.
incentives for neighbourhood
associations, stratas, PACs to be
used as hubs for community
connectedness

Quick Start
Action
Yes

Township Role /
Potential Partners
- Planner, Advocate, Ed, Co,
Fund, Service
- Planner, Regulator

Yes

- Funder, Educator, Coordinator
- Educator, Advocator,
Coordinator

Yes

Yes

- Coordinator, Funder
- Advocate, Educate, Coordinate,
Fund, Service Deliverer
- Advocator, Educator, Funder,
Service Deliverer
- Funder?, Coordinator/Planner

Yes
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Action Ideas
don't hesitate to connect to faith
groups for resources, meeting
space and volunteers; many will
be open
support comm assn through adv
space on the Township page
intergenerational programs volunteer grandparents
encourage and support
community/resident association
encourage, support, recognize
comm assoc who see residents at
a grass roots level
more training available for
volunteers working with children
with diverse needs to promote
inclusivity in recreation programs
library holds a certain # of free
access passes for residents
admission to local attractions
(200) museum, the Fort site, etc
that can be borrowed
"free" access to Township
activities for "a month" instead of
passes; connectedness,
affordable
ombudsperson for citizens of
Langley
"get to know your neighbour"
"Block Party"; campaign or offer
of neighbourhood grants to
community members for
community dinners
central resource access point for
people in need of food, housing,
transportation, care services
Block Parent model for seniors
watch (checking in)

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

Yes

- Coordinator

Yes

- Coordinator

Yes

- Coordinator

Yes

Yes

- Funder, Coordinator
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Action Ideas
community connected and
mobility - prioritize mixed use
housing complexes
community events, monuments,
awareness weeks, pop-up
museums etc. re: reconciliation
access to free/low cost
community activities that
encourage you to get to know
the community
neighbourhood house
access to first-language services
diversity awareness - cultures,
queer, disability, mental health,
_____
IVR disable function to immediate
operation for deaf/hearing
impaired individuals for TOL
services
education about disability - "D" is
for deaf, not dumb
banning business licences that
violate BCHRC/CHRC, BC Human
Rights and Canadian
LGBT inclusion in TOL, changing
TOL signage to be trans inclusive
such as "trans people welcome"
on change room and restroom
signage at civic facilities
adopting policies for police and
emergency dispatches to use
gender neutral language
employment incentive for
disabilities
capitalize on student volunteer
hours to serve on councils
provide regular opportunities for
businesses, n-p's, government
and local citizens to interact and
provide input to decision making

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- room rental costs at rec
centres
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Action Ideas
ask the public what they would
like as far as breaking the
isolation and developing caring
relationships
communication about the
services that are available to
families, seniors, children, all
individuals
senior loneliness
grants for neighbourhood BBQs,
gatherings
provide incentives for neighbours
to get to know one another and
ways to support one another
safe gathering places in the
community with access to a
restroom (to foster family and
community)
(drop in) open tournaments at
schools (post behaviour
expectations)
open seniors facilities to host all
ages events
open schools for community
events, all ages
adopting a booking policy to
prevent radical, hate events in
civic facilities to prevent
________, _______ and
______ creating hate/gender
conversion events
Langley does not have a pride
parade, we need LGBTQ events
how about creating a livable
community advisory committee
to help engage people in
solutions?
establish equity positions on all
planning and advisory
committees

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- prioritize and create policy that
requires equity and inclusivity
- lobby to HR
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Action Ideas
LGBTQ2PPSIA advisory
committee as there are no
LGBTQ2 programs in the TOL nor
any LGBTQ strategies;
inclusiveness is an issue, we need
to be on the same LGBTQ
inclusiveness as COV
form a women's citizen advisory
council to contribute a gendered
lens for this strategy on an
ongoing basis
food - how to increase food
growing opportunities in all
schools - farmers have portion of
crop donated to community
kitchen
more roadside stands for food
during growing season
more community gardens raised boxes for the elderly
more strategic planning for food
production - no cranberry farms
where aquifers are low
fruit trees, plant on boulevards
"green" space; food -> garden,
housing ->dogs, mobility, access
to transportation
food needs to be more culturally
diverse during the festival, even
though you have food trucks
there
food/connect - integrate
community gardens with food
trucks for neighbourhood
connectedness
food - community kitchen
programs

Quick Start
Action

Yes

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- coordinate with KPU farmers
etc

- partner with LEPS

- work with developers to plant
more fruit bearing trees and
advertise free community fruit

Yes
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Action Ideas
food - how do we ensure better
access to food and eliminate the
stigma associated with needing
help?
food - stop throwing away food
close to best before?
food - consider urban agriculture
and community gardens as part
of parks and neighbourhood
planning

food - incorporate in every
community, public spaces with
infrastructure to support farmers
markets
food - local organizations and
business to support access to
food, in particular fresh fruit and
veggies
fund food security initiatives and
programs and coordinate service
providers
food - stronger eat local
campaigns and incentives
more effort to collect and
distribute stale-dated safe food
stop micro managing comm
gardens and encourage
volunteers to be self-actualized
"cubic farms" option - look at for
food options
food - supplying healthy food to
kids at schools
food - mandate comm gardens
to support food banks (and use
comm gardens to help feed
people in the comm)

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

Yes

- Advocator, Educator

Yes

- Ad, Ed, Co
- Advocate, Educate,
Coordinator
- Planner - Reg, Advocate,
Funder
- Planner/Regulator,
Coordinator
- Advocate, Coordinate, Funder,
Educator

Yes

Yes

- Coordinator, Advocator

Yes

- Advocate, Ed, Coordinator,
Fund, Plan, Service

Yes

- Planner/Regulator, Advocator,
Educator, Coordinator, Funder
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Action Ideas
connect community gardens and
grocery stores to food recovery
programs (need refrigerated
trucks and storage before
distribution)
food - have community garden
allowed to donate food to food
banks, or even allowed Save On
Foods discount on their shelves
food - stop turning ALR into
grow-ops; lobby the provincial
government
community gardens
develop/strengthen partnerships
with local farmers and provide
initiatives for food sharing
programs
local ability to process food meat, fruit, veg, dairy for local
distribution
incentives to give/donate/rent
land to young farmers
low-cost grocery stores (ie, dayold produce, etc)
work together to reduce barriers
for food banks/producers to get
food to those in need; provide
incentives for business to donate
"day old"
be clear about food growing land
and non-food growing land,
incentives to grow local food
farming? Have read stories of
land taken out of ALR because
"wasn't really fit" for farming;
change for greenhouse farming?
ALR is being used to build mega
homes and ALR is being

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- Funder, Planner/Regulator

Yes

- food processing - revisit
bylaws, work with producers
and food safety (and animal
treatment agencies)
- TOL fast tracked applications

Yes

- developer incentives
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Action Ideas
promoted as mega home
opportunity by realtors
food donation days
most important - addressing
stigma surrounding those
neighbours on streets, etc
housing - have a house which has
several accessible suites and can
get cluster care
daycares in nursing homes

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

provide ease of getting licencing
to get this to happen
TOL would be involved by
allowing for the zoning variance
needed to allow for these
homes

zoning for small homes with a
focus on downsizing within
communities
?Vancouver providing for more
density?
low cost/social housing stock
increase
housing for seniors - scooter
friendly
affordable housing - rent for
average people
each new housing development
project to include a percentage
of low cost housing
build more rental, supportive
accessible and affordable
have universities provide housing
on the land
rent bank -> helps address
homelessness through prevention
housing continuum
housing - non-profits encouraged
affordable housing is a must
build more students housing
mix housing - market/subsidized
housing - development always
Yes
includes some
affordable/accessible

- partner with local non profits

- work with developers to plan a
portion of their housing for lowrental

- Planner/Regulator
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Action Ideas
make it possible for charities to
help with housing without risking
charitable status
move away from traditional
zoning based planning … look at
form based planning
advocate for affordable housing;
housing diversity, low barrier
housing
create more low barrier housing;
financial, ___, seniors, accessible
allow more flexibility in housing
types, while providing better data
to developers
integrate social strategy into
housing strategy and city
planning
make new developments
contingent on prov/federal
government commitments to
new schools, health facilities, etc
limit non-sustainable building
development; ask for more better
housing - have affordable
apartments for low income
person, ie senior, disable or
mental health
housing - mental health needs to
have better support but you
cannot cure someone else's
addiction; it is stupid to have a
sign that says no panhandling
when someone is standing in
front panhandling
TOL make land available through
trusts so non-profits could
develop affordable housing

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- Planner/Regulator

Yes
- Planner/Regulator
- Planner/Regulator, Educator,
Coordinator
- Planner, Educator
- Planner, Educator, Coordinator,
Funder, Planner, Service

Yes

- Planner/Regulator, Funder
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Action Ideas
work with potential developers to
increase access to parks and
affordable housing
housing - you can't mandate
market price but you can provide
supplements or encourage
federal tax incentive or provincial
- just look at Ontario renter credit
don't be afraid to go "outside the
box" if it has worked elsewhere,
eg micro housing
add affordable to priority
statement
housing - community workshops
on understanding homelessness
housing - extreme weather
response options, plans for
people to go
housing - modular housing that
can be moved or altered as
needs change
modular housing

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

Yes

- Planner/Regulator, Advocator,
Coordinator

Yes

- Educator/Coordinator

Yes

- Planner/Regulator

Yes

- Advocator, Educator,
Coordinator, Planner/Regulator

housing - housing for seniors
should always be available - no
seniors should be homeless
housing - social service,
emergency room/hub;
connecting homeless to all
resources/referring to resources
for earlier intervention
when developing a townhouse or
condo development require
builders to provide a small
percentage of units as subsidized
housing for low-income seniors,
families or individuals (rentals)
housing - tiny home villages - coop housing - housing

- Advocator, Educator,
Coordinator, Planner/Regulator

- Planner/Regulator
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Action Ideas
communities w/o cars within
them to maximize land use
build a shelter specifically for
women and children who are at
risk of violence

Quick Start
Action
Yes

Township Role /
Potential Partners
- Township to provide land and
approve permits
- Prov and Fed governments to
provide funding

social and co-op housing
increase funding for safe,
affordable housing for women
who have experienced violence
increase transition house beds in
Langley so more women can
stay in our community when
fleeing violence
increased rentals, incentives for
people to rent out
increase rental assistance rates
for working parents
housing - all housing
developments meant for families
need to have play areas within
individual home properties or
within a two minute walk
housing - more rancher type
townhouses need to be built; the
common 2 and 3 level
townhouses are not aging
sensitive
housing - aging in place, family
oriented
independent seniors that need
help with meals, transportation,
not separating couple when they
are sick -> assisted living or
waiting for placement
amending zoning/bylaws to
allow for more inclusive housing
senior housing options,
subsidizing wait list, senior safety
on the roads

- modular housing assistance
for transitional housing - fast
track process
- pass laws that make being a
landlord safe financially
- lobby provincial government
for rental assistance
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Action Ideas
what the City of Surrey has done
with homelessness sucks; we
need to create a suburbia for the
homeless similar to the dementia
village opening in Langley
set up infrastructure by charging
developers fee when they
develop
re-examine the use of DCC's as a
vehicle for pre-development
infrastructure
develop programs to teach those
about new technology; perhaps
recycle computers
increase learning opportunities
"literacy" for community youth,
temporary workers etc, or when
become a citizen
digital literacy help

daycare spaces
learning - how do we better
promote or highlight community
based learning opportunities?
teach seniors computer skills so
they access information
expand life long learning to
access to people with lived
experience (like overdose)
teach coping skills to parents and
children
education - health issues
(dementia or mental health)

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- digital help - library and other
small hubs
- library -> digital literacy
- digital help - consulting
libraries on digital literacy;
perhaps they can help with
setting up local hubs outside the
library (temporary or
permanent)

Yes

- Educator, Service Deliverer

Yes

- Funder, Educator, Coordinator
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Action Ideas
education on planning for
retirement: health, finances
more childcare options,
affordable and diverse (public
rather than all private); junior
kindergarten at school?
CC&E - easier access to
affordable childcare
learning - have courses as a
sample that can provide a
stepping stone
lifelong learning - free public
lectures on topics of interest/help
the "alongsiders" - mentoring
relationships promote lifelong
learning; early intervention for
those at risk or vulnerable
life by learning - pop-up learning
opportunities in rec centres and
libraries - life skills
lifelong learning - partnership
with libraries and comm centres
to provide speakers and record
them so others can watch - post
discussion questions
creating spaces around schools
dedicated for childcare, zoned
specifically
expand adult ed programs, adult
learning guide
lifelong learning - museum,
archives, library, schools;
opportunities to mentor, share
experiences, "tell stories", "share
stories"
online training free and paid for
like a "Knowledge Network"
model
free continue education to
seniors at KPU

Quick Start
Action

Yes

Township Role /
Potential Partners
- Planner, Funder, Educator

- Funder/Planner/Service
- Funder, Educator

- Ministry of Ed, Ministry of
Health - to look at what can be
fast tracked
- don't tear down the old fire hall
in Aldergrove, give stewardship
to Aldergrove Heritage Society
for museum, archive and
community learning space
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Action Ideas
support equipment/ability
education across community
more identification of places that
are accessible, "toot your own
horn"
more workable community
planning
more transit

Quick Start
Action
Yes

reduced transit fares
free or cheap transit running
throughout Langley
better transportation for people
without vehicles to go places
within the community

Yes
Yes

TOL - safety access; mobility crosswalks, speedbumps, re
"mortal combat"
better Translink accessibility for
disabled

Yes

Township Role /
Potential Partners
- funder and coordinator

- private bus service around
community or get transit
involved
- advocate on Mayor's Council
TOL would have to work with
Transit but could fund the bus
with some help from Province
and Feds; TOL would also have
to advocate

- work with Translink to
reprogram times (smaller buses
and more frequent)

increased public transportation
(accessible) to and from more
places and more often
transit "all on board" campaign
better transit times - especially
late at night to Aldergrove,
*safety related
expand transit options and
innovation
skytrain?
create new bus routes
prolonged public system hours;
the bus needs to run longer
hours, week and weekends

- poverty reduction group
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Action Ideas

Quick Start
Action

200 Street is too crowded; we
need more roads parallel to
200th. 192, 196, 208, 216?
innovation in mobility -> car
Yes
sharing?
actually plan walkable NCPs (not
car-oriented)
better public spaces - make
Yes
walking interesting
mobility - strengthen our business
sector so more people can live
and work here
mobility - develop carpoolfriendly initiatives - free parking,
etc
mobility - create more walkable
communities
finish/widen roads first (borrow
$), then charge back to
developers as they build
mobility - make roads, fix or
expand roads for bike and
sidewalk
mobility - more cycle lanes/paths
mobility - how about
infrastructure; sidewalks, bike
lanes
bike lanes - constantly add and
improve them; have lock up bars
at bus stops
mobility - more biking/walking
routes throughout the TOL that
connect communities
mobility - better regular transit
on broad routes that crisscross
until 11 pm
accessibility could mean
inclusivity for participating transit and building accessibility

Township Role /
Potential Partners

Coordinator

- Planner/Regulator, Educator
- Planner, Funder

- Educator, identifying
opportunities for access,
Regulator
- Planner/Regulator

- Funder, Planner/Regulator

- Advocator
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Action Ideas

Quick Start
Action

improve transit to Gloucester and
New West to Chilliwack with Rail
in the Valley hydrogen cell trains
better transit into areas like
Gloucester, more routes
increase cycling infrastructure safety, mobility, health,
connectedness
be sure to include all abilities
when designing bike paths, parks,
walks, etc
accessible transit (to continue to
grow our community)
reducing residential non-arterial
streets from 50 kmh to 30 kmh to
improve safety in TOL
bring in charging stations for
abled and disabled spots both for
public parking and tenant
buildings
more programs for kids and
Yes
families in the Rec Centres
making recreational activities
truly affordable and accessible
for all residents
more youth-focused activities, do
we have enough?
physical/mental health
workshops at rec centres
cost free leisure passes for those
in need (assistance, pensions, etc)
create email or mailing list of
parents of kids/youth with
disabilities to consult and inform
re: recreation and mental health
and other opportunities
access to recreational activities
through township for those who
cannot afford

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- The TOL runs the Rec Centres
so this would be 100% on them

I can help (____) and other
parents in Langley to create list
of families with kids with
disability, put out message on
facebook, schools and
preschools

Yes
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Action Ideas
mobility/health - seniors' park
equipment (connected to larger
kids' parks?)
mental health -> improved
evening and weekend service
access
mental health -> pre-crisis
services
health - how do we maximize
technology, + our community
connectedness efforts to improve
[access to] health care?
health - how do we ensure all
levels of need are being met?
more supports earlier to people
who experience trauma
treat mental health and
substance use earlier
everyone has access to primary
care
health - how do we celebrate
good health, and in turn, connect
and share that wealth?
work in partnership and fund
most able (get away from
current structures)
more services for mild to
moderate
ensure service/business
regulation
support new mothers
bring service providers together
to create a bundle of services
and connections to hand to new
moms in hospital or through the
midwife if a home birth
improve children's mental health
services access

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- Advocator, Coordinator,
Planner/Regulator

Yes

- Coordinator, Funder

Yes

- Regulator

Yes

- Coordinator
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Action Ideas

Quick Start
Action

p & m health - more green
spaces within developed areas we have to travel to green spaces
physical & mental health and
connectedness - make it
accessible for all demographics
or bring it to them (gay class at
GoH?)
make it easy for low income
Yes
people to access recreation
(make the application process
easy)
p & m health - mental health walk
in clinics; make mental health
support more mainstream and
accessible
physical & mental health - more
Yes
regular and inclusive community
walks and events to bring people
together; low or no cost
all recreational facilities need to
have easy access for those with
disabilities and seniors
affordability - are activities
affordable for all? recreation,
other non-sport activities

recreation - recognize that not all
are capable or interested in
sports, are there opportunities for
those people?
youth - reasonably priced
unlimited access for youth up to
18 years to all drop in recreation
programs

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- Service Deliver

- Advocator

- Planner/Deliverer

- create free or low-cost passes
for rec centres for youth/new
refugees/people with barriers
- reduce paperwork/streamline
application for financial
assistance for TOL rec
programs

Yes

- rec staff to ask youth what
they would come out to
- youth - make activities lowcost or free as anti-gang and
anti-crime initiative
- Township - create program for
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Action Ideas

Quick Start
Action

interpreters for doctor
appointments
mental health - services should
be available for all residents
within easy access to their
community, eg Aldergrove needs
a one day a week counselling
service rather than needing to
travel to Langley City
access to mental health support
workers
support/encourage/facilitate
opportunities for public,
community dialogue about
mental health
creation of a safe program to
ensure safe transition and
resources for youth; safe
hormone access and external
health resources
mental health - Car 57, resources
to call/turn to when need help
without calling 911 -> police,
ambulance
Car 57 - mental health, domestic
violence including elder abuse
reduce stimulus days - autism,
hearing impaired, dementia
Indigenous Community Day
reconciliation - look to an
advisory of partners to inform
direction

Township Role /
Potential Partners
youth to have reasonably priced
access for youth

- lobby Fraser Health and
provide space for counselling in
community

Yes

Yes
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Action Ideas
TOL to: defining consultation of
indigenous groups so it is
successful
including the 7 laws of the
Kwantlen Nation (add Matsqui
and Katzie Nations) in one
Township decision making (a
measure)
recognizing opposing indigenous
opinions on similar issues,
personal engagement
engagement with Waceya Metis
serving partner in Langley
FN engagement - how do we
make this meaningful
FN engagement - How will the
township/community adapt a
trauma informed lens
FN engagement - are we
reaching the [identified]
population?
tangible connections to our local
history (ie. street names,
historical figure education esp.
First Nations)
First Nations engagement blanket workshops, inclusive
events/bringing in smudging at
events, meetings
indigenous engagement staff in
TOL?
"community" based police
stations or police on bikes
safety for women and girls with
respect to sexual
assault/harassment, few reports,
fewer convictions
security - blockwatch -> policing
(theft issues)

Quick Start
Action

Yes

Township Role /
Potential Partners

- Educator, Funder, Service
Deliverer

Yes

Yes

- Educator, Coordinator
- Advocator, Coordinator,
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Action Ideas

Quick Start
Action

safety - safe havens, visible
police presence and community
interaction
prevention - increase
programming for youth/children
re: healthy relationships
there is no LGBTQ liaison at
Langley RCMP, officers are not
trained in LGBT issues
feedback for first responders and
health care providers on ways to
help people in crisis
advocate for local service
providers (health
care/EMS/RCMP) to receive
training in understanding violence
in relationships
engage community organization
with related expertise in providing
ant-violence (ie, "be more than a
bystander") mainly to city
employees
public advertisement campaigns
raising awareness regarding
relationship violence/sexual
assault
Langley needs a specialized
domestic violence unit for RCMP > to advocate
designing pathways through
neighbourhoods/parks with easy
exit points so that people can
easily change routes if feeling
unsafe
comprehensive lighting for
parking lots/garages/pathways > can be motion sensor activated
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Township Role /
Potential Partners
Funder, Planner
- Advocator, Coordinator

Action Ideas
using networks like Block
Watch/business networks to
create/advertise safe spaces
women/marginalized folks can
go if feeling unsafe, even for a
short period of time to arrange
transportation to a safe
place/call emerge services
expansion of the RCMP Safe
Place Program in Langley
use CEPTD principles for public
security in public spaces (ie,
design parking garages with
open blocks, not totally walled
off)
wellness index
intersectionality "audit" that
would look at issues brought by
disadvantage to establish a
baseline for community
improvement
more focus on what is "working"
and not what is "needed",
"strength-based"
acknowledge and celebrate the
contributions made by n-profits especially in providing social
services
offer/designate city owned
facilities pro-bono/low cost for
agencies serving re priorities of
this project to offer community
workshops (ie, mental
health/anti-violence, etc)
offer more low-rent spaces for
community service
agencies/affordable childcare,
etc

Quick Start
Action

Yes
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Township Role /
Potential Partners

Action Ideas
TOL report a problem mobile app
to report issues and create
service tickets on the fly
create a provincial regulation
that all buildings need to be scent
free environment like smoke free
single use plastics ban and ban
on balloon release in TOL
with federal election coming up,
we need a ban of election
signage on city property and
boulevards; it comes at an
extreme cost to remove signs to
TOL with minimal cost recovery

Quick Start
Action

Township Role /
Potential Partners

ONLINE SUBMISSIONS
Draft Strategic Priorities
Taken as a whole, what do you think
about these draft strategic priorities?
[response options: great, good, fair,
poor, and don’t know]
Great
Fair

Why did you answer this way?

you only these ideas. what are the
other items for consideration?
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Actions to Address the Draft Strategic Priorities
Strategic Priority
[Pick from list]

What actions could
our community take
to address this
strategic priority?

What could
the Township do
to help
implement these
actions?

What could YOU
do
to help implement
these actions?

Food

Grow more food
locally

tax reform for
farm tax

vote for the right
people

Reconciliation and
First Nations
engagement

encourage residents
and First Nations to
create unofficial
opportunities to
interact on nonreconciliation projects.
allow us to become
familiar as people
before tackling the big
conversations

as a shy person
that has quiet
hobbies maybe
invite Kwantlen to
knit night

Anything Else
Is there anything else you would like to tell us? [Open ended]
i don’t have confidence in the Township Council and CAO’s leadership
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APPENDIX G – SOCIAL INNOVATION LAB INPUT
Purpose of the Lab
The purpose of the lab was to develop local solutions for community connectedness
that can be considered as actions in the Township of Langley Social Sustainability
Strategy. The focus question was as follows:
We think there is a cross-sectoral role in creating connections between people
(neighbours, urban -rural, inter-generational and inter-cultural) in the Township
of Langley. There appears to be an opportunity to strengthen collaboration
across sectors to make it happen. How might we realize this?
Exercise 1 – Issues Identification
The lab began by asking participants to reflect on the existing system and identify
barriers and opportunities. The following section summarizes these results:
• Lack of opportunity and time to meet collectively to capture knowledge and
understanding of common goals
• Time!
• Time to connect. Non profits are stretched.
• Lack of resources for non-profits. Lack of coherent organization structure that
encourages collaboration --> geographical size enhances this difficulty
• First nation governments have no tax base and so are stretched thin. Would like
to participate, but there are financial concerns. Employees are stretched thin.
• Non profits in Langley work collaboratively - challenge is resources
• Funding is always an issue to maintain services
• Everyone is too busy. Can collaborating save us time?
• Funding for non-profits
• We would have better collaboration is the non-profit sector had sustained funding
to be able to nurture partnerships long term.
• People are busy and stressed and don't take time to get to know neighbours
• Resources:
Staff - core services become the priority.
Time - being able to focus on anything outside core services is a challenge
• Many organizations are competing for funding, not collaborating
• Organizations tend to compete with one another rather than take ideas to scale
• Lack of awareness of the need for such collaboration ie: Who initiates?
• Lack of communication
• Silo'd organizations trying hard to bring people together, but it's tricky
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• Solutions from one sector do not always match the needs (ie: Donating "stuff" to
help "poor people" when what is needed is support/programs)
• Businesses and organizations work with like minded businesses and organizations
• Priorities and interests don't align. Funding constrains limit reach
• Public transportation is a barrier
• Large area and divisions. Need arts in each area of Langley
• Over populated schools is a challenge (out of zone)
• City vs Township
• No capacity in small office, helped by venue where people can congregate
• Rapid constructions of new neighbourhoods is an opportunity for local initiatives
and new business connections
• Organized labour and employers often have an adversarial relationship - this
makes working together on community issues difficult
• Cultural connections need to be better bridged for students and those new to
residing in the township
• Many organizations want to include first nations but want help for free and get
angry if you don't participate "I'm giving you a chance to share your culture!"
• Finding a common base to measure impact/success and in the timeframe
required
• Strengths: Neighbourhood associations, opportunities like this and to network
• Intentional outreach within the community. How can outreach collaboration with
profit and non-profit could be better utilized?
• Plenty of resources - no easy way to access them and no centralized access to
information
• Concern: Resources are available but not being utilized. Marketing issue? Funding.
• Many groups already meeting to discuss issues/trends and collaborate - social
connectedness is part of that conversation.
• Within labour there is substantial cross collaboration
• Haven't tapped into membership engagement in broader ToL community - our
reach is very local to our community
• Need to develop creative ways to connect - especially at the neighbourhood level
• Businesses, non-profits, services, agencies and citizens need to understand that
we all have a responsibility for the well being of the community
• Volunteerism and faith community is a huge asset when
communication/collaboration between needs and actions happens
• Many businesses busy. Need to make it attractive to partner with.
• KPU students are an asset. High school students are an asset. Seniors are an
asset.
• First Nations are taking the lead on cultural experiences and there is a strong
interest from the public to learn.
• Fort Langley and outdoor parks are a huge resource. How do all types of people
access these?
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• Strength: Passion/drive - hardworking and dedicated people. Tremendous
growth/opportunity.
• Engaging youth in local community initiatives - asset. Communication avenues eg:
youth and seniors
• Some faith communities have assets and volunteers
• Strength: Many passionate citizens who want to work for improvement in our
communities. Challenge: Fragmentation.
• Strength: Volunteerism
• Untapped strength of students and faculty to collaborate in research/decision
making in municipal sector (City Studio)
• Strength: Our people! Smart, innovative, and willing to engage. Issue: Fostering
opportunities to work together.
• Capacity and relationships
• Built environment - isolation or community
• Lack of physical infrastructure for active commuting for all. Lack of human scale
infrastructure
• Affordability for citizens
• Changing population --> more diversity
• Poverty is an issue that makes connecting difficult
• How do we all help the most vulnerable and economically challenged be
supported and connected?
• Still a great deal of ignorance when it comes to treatment of first nations. Treated
as if unintelligent and so nations prefer not to participate
• Marginalization
• Stigma - excludes people from feeling they are part of the community
Exercise 2 – Seeing the System
Building on the issues identified in the first exercise, the group collectively drafted the
following succinct statements about the existing system (“work in progress”) and the
ideal system (“ta-da!”).
Work in progress
“While there are a lack of resources and an existence of silos impacted by a
geographical spread, cross-cultural misunderstandings, and difficulty collaborating,
including lack of priority, we also see untapped strengths, resources and
opportunities to collaborate with passionate people and organizations with
mandates and connections beyond the Township of Langley.”
Ta-Da!
“By 2030, organizations in our community are well resourced and meaningfully,
effectively and actively collaborating with cross-cultural understanding and tapping
into strengths, resources, opportunities of passionate people and organizations. We
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have bridged our silos and identified shared priorities across organizations for
improved social connections.”
Exercise 3 – Trend Mind Mapping
Using six worksheets for social, cultural, political, economic, technical, and
environmental themes, participants then brainstormed the external trends that are
shaping the challenge (i.e. the lack of collaboration across sectors to foster social
connections). Following the brainstorming session, participants were asked to vote
on the specific trends they thought were the most significant.
Theme

Environmental

Cultural

Social

Political

Identified Trend

Votes

Geographic spread/distance

13

Climate change

1

Food security

0

Cultural misunderstanding

7

Organizational competition for resources

2

Changing organizational priorities

2

Tokenistic approach

1

Role/value of arts not well understood

1

Demographic change

7

Accelerated population growth

5

Social isolation

3

Social apathy

1

Food security - local food production

0

New/larger non-profits moving into TOL

0

Trend to Indigenous reconciliation

0

Complex political system

11

Budget cuts

2
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Economic

Technical

Instability in government leadership

3

Unharnessed and overlooked service
organizations/third party entities

0

Budget cuts with political change

4

Mobile workforce

2

Granting process creates competition
between organizations

2

Changing patterns of giving

0

Lack of resources/expertise to write grants

0

Online giving is changing revenue flow

0

Virtual meetings/online collaboration

0

Lack of technical skills

0

Time and staffing required to write grants

0

Exercise 4 – Causal Flow Mapping & Generating Solutions
Using the trends with the top votes, participants worked in small groups to further
explore the causes and influences behind specific trends, as well as innovative
solutions to address the trend. Participants were then asked to vote on the solutions
that resonated most.
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TREND: Geographic Spread

ALR

Innovative solutions to address this
trend
Neighbourhood house (HUB) in each
community e.g. food security, meeting
spaces, child care, library, arts, health
care - 12 votes

Lack of transportation (safe and
efficient)

Safe and efficient transportation
between communities - 2 votes

Increase in population

Bus co-op - 1 vote

Rural vs urban density

Community consultations (to identify
needs for funding)

What is causing or influencing this?
Political Boundaries *Complex*
Affordability/Housing Rentals

Development
Historical structure
Socio-economics - inequalities
Lack of a community HUB
Competition among communities
317km squared

Incentives for developers --> policy
changes
Networking
Walkability
Human scaled communities

Distinctive communities
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TREND: Budget Cuts
What is causing or influencing this?

Innovative solutions to address this trend

POLITICAL

Communicating business case for
collaborating - key stakeholders working
together - advocate and meet with
funders and business as groups - 9 votes

Shifting priorities
Greater demand for funding
Increasing demand for services
TOL CORPORATE/BUSINESS
Shifting priorities
Greater demand for funding
Changing customer demand-->
reducing profits
Rising property taxes and business
taxes
NON-PROFITS
Competition for funding --> same
pool of funding
Criteria they have to meet. This
hinders collaboration
Creates silos

Tap businesses assets, products and
services not just funding - 7 votes
Grant criteria could include collaboration
as peers and not competitors
Convene stakeholders to advocate for
resources
Approach business as co-creators of
solutions
Create a web portal of resources and
designate people to help
Make this a strategic priority of ToL
Non-profit boards to be made aware of
opportunity to increase this priority in their
mandate and strategic plans

Creates culture where competing and
reactive environment limits ability to
use funds effectively
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TREND: Transitions around virtual/technical skills
What is causing or influencing
this?
No email address is a barrier
Still switching over, very uneven
Work 2.0 - crafting and building
human non-AI creativity
Social media support is not equal
to volunteering, giving.

Innovative solutions to address this trend
Shared workspace (80+200th Street).
$250/month - 1 vote
"What can we do to figure out that you
have no online access?"
Find the 1 thing that would 'sell someone'
on the new technology

Losing non-verbal communication

Hybrid approaches (online/in person)

Hand held digital devices and no
printers

Mobile workforce
Expanded networks

Complexity of changing software,
platforms

Parent workspace/childcare centre

Expectation of quick delivery

Creative childminding

Ever-changing shifts in
technology and employment
Online giving options,
crowdfunding
Expectation all info is online
False information online,
misinformation
Discussions are online, FB+ don't
go to organizations

Facilitations of groups to co-locate
Reminders re: critical readings of online
materials
Webinars can be useful
Skype, Zoom, teleconference can be useful
Finding networks - acknowledging we all
know someone who knows someone who
has cancer, has been abused, has had a
brain injury

Fact vs. opinion
Google maps vs organization
website
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TREND: Cultural Misunderstandings
What is causing or influencing
this?
Socioeconomic status
Lack of diversity in governing
structure
Prejudices
Ticking boxes
"To" or "for" and not "with"
Lack of education
Lack of valuing other cultures

Innovative solutions to address this trend
Bringing multiple levels of government
together to collaborate on shared
priorities and projects - 2 votes
Intentionally invite diversity = more support
- 1 vote
Bringing collaboration of schools - 1 vote
(An interpreter) language
Bumping spaces

Lack of resources

Provide funding for cultural awareness
training

How to relate

Reconciliation into action
Increasing awareness of resources e.g. kits
at library (First Nation)
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TREND: Complex Political Systems
What is causing or influencing
this?
ToL/City of Langley polarization
-school districts
-municipal services segregated
Election changes
Fragmentation
Vested interests
Budget cuts and downloading to
other govt.
Silo of segregated politics
Lack of communication
Lack of awareness over
jurisdiction/responsibility

Innovative solutions to address this trend
Awareness of 2 Langleys -3 Votes
Some unique communities thriving - 1 vote
Make a 'newcomer' guide with a human
connector
Orient to municipal services
Block parties with incentives
Educating
Support groups that mobilize their visions
Share out successful models
Share inspirational projects
The greater good of a whole community

NIMBY

Goals of sustainability

Not sharing wealth of casino

Employ liaison to broker between 2
Langleys

Fund operation and
administration

Infographic/navigator to understand '2
Langleys'
Promote online council/meetings
Neighbourhood associations/BIA with
social connected priority
Knowing where to put your efforts
Keep the topic of social connectedness a
priority
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TREND: Population growth/demographic change
What is causing or influencing
this?
Affordability (relative) - close to
other cities and amenities
Govt. policy - immigration
Aging/seniors
Urban/rural divide
Young families
Returning members of First
Nation
Rising poverty levels
Portable work in suburbs
Business moving to the area
because of affordability for
employees and land

Innovative solutions to address this trend
School programs to build cross cultural
understanding - 7 votes
Early interventions to connect youth and
seniors and young families, and low
income people and people with mental
health problems - 6 votes
Community events that bring people
together - 1 vote
Mobilize abundance of retired
professionals - accountants, teachers,
principals
Everyone has a role to play - integrated
approach. Agencies, youth groups,
schools and businesses. Bring
organizations together to address this.
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APPENDIX H – LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS ENGAGED
Representatives from the following organizations participated in one or more
engagement activities during Phase 3:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aldergrove Community Association
Aldergrove Heritage Society
BC Association of Community Response Networks
BC Greens
Canadian Haitian Cultural Association of BC
Connect Communities
CUPE 403
Encompass Support Services Society
Fort Langley BIA
Fort Langley Legacy Foundation
Fraser Health
Fraser Valley Regional Library
Gateway of Hope
Greater Langley Chamber of Commerce
Ishtar Women’s Resource Society
Kwantlen First Nation
Kwantlen Polytechnic University
Langley Animal Protection Society
Langley Arts Council
Langley Children Committee
Langley Community Services Society
Langley Division of Family Practice
Langley Environmental Partners Society
Langley Figure Skating Club
Langley Memorial Hospital Foundation
Langley Pos-Abilities Society
Langley RCMP
Langley Refugee and Immigrant Advisory Committee
Langley School District
Langley School District Foundation
Langley Seniors Community Action Table
Langley Sustainable Agriculture Foundation
Matsqui First Nation
New Directions English Language School
Otter Co-op
RE/MAX
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seyem' Qwantlen Business Group
Sources Community Resources Society
Stepping Stone Community Services Society
TELUS
The Salvation Army Willows Church
Trinity Western University
Trinity Western University Student Association
Triple A Senior Housing
Vancity Credit Union
Willoughby Residents Association
You’ve Gotta Have Friends
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APPENDIX I – PLANH SUCCESS STORY
The article below was released in August 2019 by PlanH and is available at
https://planh.ca/success-stories/inclusion-first-township-langley-prioritizes-equitycommunity-engagement. PlanH is a partnership between BC Healthy Communities
Society and the British Columbia Ministry of Health, and facilitates local government
learning, partnership development and planning for healthier communities.
Inclusion first: Township of Langley prioritizes equity in community engagement
What does community engagement look like when inclusion is the top priority? It’s a
question that the Township of Langley (the Township) set out to answer in 2018, as
they began public consultations for the development of a new Social Sustainability
Strategy.
The idea of a Social Sustainability Strategy for the Township has been in the air for a
few years, appearing first in the 2016 Official Community Plan, where a policy to
consider the creation of a Social Sustainability Plan was adopted. From there, says
Township social planner Patrick Ward, the Township realized the potential of such a
plan to enhance the community’s approach towards equity and inclusion, and
implement the social goals of its Sustainability Charter.
“That policy, coupled with Council’s leadership in allocating resources to social
planning, facilitated this great opportunity to identify what our social priorities will be
over the next five to 10 years, and also to communicate with our community what we
see our role in the social realm to be,” he says.
Naturally, for an inclusion- and equity-focused strategy such as this, the Township
recognized the importance of gathering input from people from all walks of life in
their community, and making sure that the voices they heard from less often due to
systemic issues were prioritized. After the Township’s first two phases of
engagement, they took some time to analyze the data and to think critically about
who was missing from it—and why.
“Our initial engagement was quite successful in that we reached a number of groups
we were targeting, including youth, newcomers, and people with disabilities.
Nevertheless, we recognized that there were still some gaps despite those efforts,”
says Ward.
Recognizing that the needs of rural and urban residents can be very different, the
Township designed a series of community engagement sessions for rural residents,
one of three targeted engagements supported through a PlanH Community
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Wellness Strategy grant. The Township designed the rural consultations as small
group conversations, where community members could discuss their perspectives
with Township staff over coffee and cake at the local farmers’ co-op. One of the key
groups the Township wanted to prioritize was their rural population, which makes up
20% of the total population of the community. The community spans both rural and
urban areas, and characteristics of rural areas of the community, such as limited
transportation options and low population density, can make it challenging for rural
residents to attend events.
“We really want to make sure that the Township strategy is not just an urban
strategy,” says Ward.
The second of the three targeted engagement strategies involved youth, and was
conducted in partnership with the Langley School District. Though youth were wellrepresented within the first two phases of engagement, they were also identified by
the community during those engagement sessions as a key community asset. The
engagement session took the form of a full-day, large-scale workshop, with the
school district bussing in students ages 13–17 from across the community to
participate. Discussions focused around three key topic areas that had emerged
amongst youth in the initial consultations: housing, transportation and mental health.
“We wanted to do a bit of a deep dive workshop with them in partnership with the
school district to explore those issues in more detail,” says Ward. “From the
Township’s perspective, we were really interested in getting the input to inform our
strategy direction; and from the school district’s perspective, they were interested in
helping us, but I also think they were hoping to generate some ideas that youth
could take on as a catalyst for action. So the workshop was structured in a way to
brainstorm action ideas for the Township’s strategy, but also some time explicitly
dedicated to think about the role of youth in these issues, and they came up with
some really interesting ways that youth could participate in, or even lead those
actions.” says Ward.
As with the rural consultations, the format of the youth engagement session was
informed by a best practices guide, commissioned by the Township at the start of
the engagement process. The guide, which provided research-based tactics for
reaching different subpopulations, was an investment the community made at the
outset of consultations to ensure that the formats selected for the engagement
would attract the intended audience.
The third engagement activity supported by the PlanH Community Wellness
Strategy grant is a social innovation lab focused on community connectedness, and
how organizations from across different sectors can work together to enhance
residents’ experiences of social connection and belonging.
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“We’re really excited to explore how we can work together across sectors to address
the issue of connectedness.” says Ward. “While the data shows that the Township is
within the average in the region in terms of levels of connectedness, we see
emerging issues—an aging population, increasing cultural diversity, increasing
urbanization—that we would like to explore in a more proactive way.”
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